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Austin Bluffs
OpenAND
Space Master
Plan ‐ Stakeholders
DESIGN
TEAM
STAKEHOLDER
LIST

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*Indicates a SAC member
Design Team
THK
THK
THK
Tony Boone Trails
Chinook
ERO
ERO
ERO
Forestry Consultant
Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Department

David Deitemeyer

Stakeholder Organization

Name

City Staff and Resources
Design and Development Manager / TOPS Manger
City Water Resources Engineering
City Engineering
Pulpit Rock/ Austin Bluffs Ranger
Trail Project Specialist
University Park Open Space Ranger
Park Ranger Supervisor
Regional Parks Administrator
Natural Resource Specialist
Cultural Services Manager
Staff Archeologist
City Forester
Trail Development Coordinator
Colorado Springs Special Events
Colorado Springs Utilities
Parks Board Rep
Parks Board Rep
Parks GIS Analyst
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Colorado Springs Fire Department
* Colorado Springs Fire Department ‐ Fire Mitigation program
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Kevin Shanks
Julie Gamec
Sydney Shell
Tony Boone
Jon Altschuld
Bill Mangle
Anthony Romano
Abigail Sanocki
Stephen Spaulding

Britt Haley
Jeff Dunn

Aaron Egbert
Mark Tatro
Dan Allen
Mike Bowman
Gillian Rossi
Scott Abbott
Cody Bear Sutton
Matt Mayberry
Anna Cordova
Dennis Will
Emily Duncan
Carly Kobasiar
Allison Plute
Jason Rupinski
Carol Beckman
Kate Roppel

Jeremy Taylor

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Other Agencies
Palmer Land Trust
Colorado Parks and Wildlife
El Paso County Parks
Colorado Springs Convention and Visitors Bureau
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs
Trails and Open Space Coalition

Candice Hall
Frank McGee
Tim Wolken
Doug Price
Skyler Rorabaugh
Carolyn Fox
TJ Peck
Susan Davies

*
*
*
*

Friends and close partners
University Park HOA President
University Park HOA
Rocky Mountain Field Institute
Council of Neighbors and Organizations (CONO)

Judith Walton
April Skalski
Jennifer Peterson
Max Cupp

Adjacent Neighbors/HOAs
Campus Commons
Old Garden Ranch HOA / NE Garden Ranch HOA
Erindale Park HOA
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Wayne Marshall

Valley at Erindale HOA
Pulpit Rock Park HOA
Yorkshire Estates HOA

Lonny Wriedt, President
Jim Pittman

Park Users, businesses and other groups
UCCS ‐ Field Studies
UCCS‐ Professor ‐ GPS Lecturer
UCCS ‐ Recreation and trails Advisory committee
Pikes Peak Group of the Sierra Club
Bike Colorado Springs
Pikes Peak Road Runners
Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates
Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates
Women's Mountain Biking Association
Equestrian users

Jane Ard‐Smith
Allen Beauchamp
Stephanie Wurtz
Cory Sutela
David Adair
Shana Nicole
Debbie Bibb and Mark Bibb

Resource Advisory Group
Archeological
Citizen Representative ‐ Hiking/photography

Amie Gray ‐ AK Pioneer Consulting
Bob Falcone
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Eric Billmeyer
Rhea Taylor
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SAC Input Map - Existing Conditions
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Public Input Map - Existing Conditions
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UNIVERSITY PARK OPEN SPACE DEED RESTRICTION
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Wildfire Area Assessment Map
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PUBLIC INPUT SURVEY (SURVEY 123)
Welcome to the Austin Bluffs Master Plan Public Input Survey!
Please start by marking a location on the Existing Conditions map where you want to submit
information on. Next, specify a category:
A trail that you use
An access point that you use
An area needing maintenance
An area where you want a new trail or access point developed
An area needing protection, or
A favorite area

You will then be asked a series of questions about that location.
At the end of the survey, you can enter your name. This is optional, but it will allow us to better judge
how many participants are submitting data points.
Please mark answers with circles or check marks. Questions with circles are ‘select one answer’ and
questions with squares are ‘select all that apply’
o Select one answer
□ Select all that apply
*Please disregard Question numbers-they align with the online survey, and as a result some
numbers may appear out of order on this printed hard copy*
Q2: Location
Please move the arrow marker to select the location of your data point
Q3: What type of data are you showing with this data point?
o Trail you use (go to Part 2)
o Access point (go to Part 3)
o Area needing maintenance (go to Part 4)
o Area you want a new trail developed (go to Part 5)
o Area needing protection (go to Part 6)
o Favorite area (go to Part 7)
Completed paper surveys can be emailed to
stanny@thkassoc.com or paper copies can be mailed to:
THK Associates, Inc.
Attn: ABOS
2953 S. Peoria Street, Suite 101
Aurora, CO 80014

APPENDIX I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Part 2 – Trails Use
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Q5: How do you use this trail (select all that apply)?
□ Hiking
□ Nature watching
□ Biking
□ Commute
□ Walking
□ Exercise
□ Dog walking
□ Other (please describe)
Q6: How often do you use this trail (select one)?
o Once or twice a year
o Once or twice a month
o Once or twice a week
o More than twice a week
Q7: How would you describe the use of the areas surrounding this trail (select one)?
o The surrounding areas aren’t used at all
o There are some rogue trails
o There are several rogue trails
o There are some designated trails
o There are several designated trails
Q8: How would you rate the density of trails around and connecting to this trail?
Not enough trails
The right amount of trails
Too many trails
Designated Trails
O
O
O
Rogue Trails
O
O
O
Q9: What do you like most about this trail (select all that apply)?
□ Views
□ Setting
□ Easy access
□ Type of use/it meets my needs
□ Trail difficulty/ease
□ Trail condition
□ Other (please describe)
Rogue Trails
O
O
O
Q10: Which of the following issues have you encountered on this trail (select all that apply)?
□ Trail damage
□ Insufficient access points
□ Rogue trail
□ Dogs off leash
□ Erosion
□ Pet waste
□ Natural resource damage
□ Too many trails
□ Invasive weeds
□ Not enough signage
□ Encroachments
□ Other (please describe)
Q11: Which of the following opportunities do you foresee for this trail(select all that apply)?
□ Regional trail connections
□ Improved trail access/new
□ New trail connections to other
trailhead
Open Space trails
□ Wayfinding signage
□ Interpretive signage
□ Wildlife viewing areas
□ Trail repair or realignment to
□ Accessible trail
improve sustainability
□ Other (please describe)
Q12: When was the last time you used this trail (date can be approximate)?
Q13: How would you rate the condition of this trail (5 is the best condition)?
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
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Part 3 – Access Point Use

Q21: Would additional parking opportunities at this access point increase your use of the
Open Space (select one)?
o No
o Yes (please describe)
Q22: How would you rate the condition of this access point (5 is the best condition)?
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
Q23: When was the last time you used this trail (date can be approximate)?
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Q15: How do you typically get to this access point (select one)?
o Walk
o Bike
o Drive and park (if you select this answer, please answer Q24 below)
Q24: How would you rate the availability of parking here?
o Tough to find a spot
o Can usually find a spot
o Can always find a spot
Q16: How did you find out about this access point (select all that apply)?
□ City website
□ I saw it while walking or driving
□ Trails map
by
□ Word of mouth
□ Live nearby
□ Signage
□ Community or HOA
information
□ Other (please describe)
Q17: How far do you travel to get to this access point (select one)?
o Less than one mile
o 1-4 miles
o 5-10 miles
o 11-20 miles
o Greater than 20 miles
Q18: Does this access point (location, condition, amenities) encourage or discourage your
use of the Open Space (select one)?
o Encourage
o Discourage
Q19/20: Please describe why this access point encourages or discourages your use of the
Open Space?
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Part 4 – Maintenance Area Details

Q26: What type of maintenance is needed here (select one)?
o Soft surface trail damage (ruts, erosion, etc.)
o Paved trail damage
o Sign damage
o Stormwater infrastructure
o Utility infrastructure
o Hazard (downed tree, wire fence, deeply incised trench, etc.)
o Trash/debris
o Other (please describe)
Q27: Please describe the issue or damage:

Q28: Is this a reoccurring issue (select one)?
o No, this is the only time I’ve seen it
o Yes - it occurs seasonally
o Yes - it occurs several times a year
o Yes - it occurs most times I come here
o Yes - it occurs almost every time I am here
Q29: Do you feel this area should be closed as a result of this issue or to prevent the issue
from occurring (select one)?
o No
o Yes - the area should be closed permanently
o Yes - the area should be closed only during certain seasons
Q30: When did you last observe this issue (date can be approximate)?

APPENDIX I

Q31: If you have an image of this damage and would like to share it, please enter your email
here for us to contact you
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Part 5 – Desired Trail Details

Q33: How would you like to use a trail in this area (select all that apply)?
□ Hiking
□ Nature watching
□ Biking
□ Commute
□ Walking
□ Exercise
□ Dog walking
□ Other (please describe)
Q34: How is this area currently used (select one)?
o This area isn’t used at all
o There is a rogue trail(s) through here (if you select this answer, please answer Q35
below)
o There is a designated trail(s) through here
o There is a trail(s), but I’m not sure if it is designated or not (if you select this answer,
please answer Q35 below)
Q35: How long has the trail(s) been in use (select one)?
o Less than a year
o 1-2 years
o 2-5 years
o Longer than 5 years
o I’m not sure
Q36: What type of trail(s) would you like to see developed here (select all that apply)?
□ A single new trail
□ A single trail built on an existing rogue trail
□ Several new trails
□ Several new trails built on existing rogue trails
□ New connector trail(s) that connect to existing trails
Q37: Please describe the desired trail (access, destination, direction of travel, etc.)

PAGE 6
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Q38: How would you access this desired trail (select one)?
o From an existing trail
o From an existing access point
o It would require a new access point
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Part 6 – Area Needing Protection Details
Q40: Why should this area be protected (select one)?
o Wildlife habitat (go to Q41)
o Vegetation (go to Q42)
o Scenic features (such as rock outcroppings)
o User safety
o Other (please describe)
Q41: What types of wildlife use this area and need habitat protection (select all that
apply)?
□ Raptors (hawks, owls,
□ Large mammals (deer,
etc.)
etc.)
□ Songbirds
□ Small mammals
(rabbits, squirrels, etc.)
□ Other (please describe)
Q42: What types of vegetation grow here that need protection (select all that apply)?
□ Lichen
□ Shrubs
□ Wildflowers
□ Juniper
□ Other (please describe)
Q43: Please provide any additional details or information on your concern about this area:

Q44: If you have an image of this area and would like to share it, please enter your email here
for us to contact you

APPENDIX I

Part 7 – Favorite Area Details
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Q46: Why is this your favorite area (select all that apply)?
□ Trails
□ Views
□ Other (please describe)
Q47: Which Open Space is this area within (select one)?
o Pulpit Rock Open Space
o University Park Open Space
o Austin Bluffs Open Space
o I’m not sure
Q48: Please describe why this is your favorite area:

□
□

Setting/experience
Proximity to where I live

Q050: (Optional) Please fill out your name. This question is optional. Names will not be
published with survey results and they will only be used to help determine how many
community members participate in this survey.
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APPENDIX J

Public Input Survey Data Point Map

Open_Space_Parcel

ParkTrails

URBANTRAILS

AB_Nondesignated_CLIPPED

Trail you use

Favorite area

Area you want a new trail developed

Area needing protection

Area needing maintenance

Access point

What type of data are you showing with this data point?

Legend 1 inch = 1,000 feet
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PUBLIC SURVEY INPUT RESULTS
AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

TRAIL USE

Hiking, Walking,
Exercise

once or twice a
month

there are
the right amount too many
some rogue
of trails
trails
trails

16

Dog walking

once or twice a
year

the
the right
surrounding the right amount
amount of
areas arent of trails
trails
use

18

Walking, Exercise

13

19

20

there are
more than twice
some rogue
a week
trails
there are
Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a some
Dog walking,
month
designated
Nature watching
trail

Hiking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching

once or twice a
month

the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails
the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails

there are
the right
several
the right amount
amount of
designated of trails
trails
tr

22

Hiking, Biking,
Walking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching

there are
the right
more than twice several
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
tr

27

Hiking, Biking,
Walking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching

once or twice a
week

there are
the right amount too many
some rogue
of trails
trails
trails

28

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
the right
several
the right amount
amount of
designated of trails
trails
tr

32

Hiking

once or twice a
week

there are
the right
some
the right amount
amount of
designated of trails
trails
trail

33

Walking, Exercise

once or twice a
month

the
the right
surrounding the right amount
amount of
areas arent of trails
trails
use

34

there are
Hiking, Walking,
more than twice
the right amount too many
several
Nature watching,
a week
of trails
trails
rogue trails
Exercise

36

Hiking

Views, Easy
Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
access, Other:
Dogs off leash, Pet waste, Not
Geological features enough signage
Easy access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs
Easy access, Type
of use/it meets my
needs
Views, Setting,
Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve sustainability

Not enough signage

Erosion, Natural resource damage,
Invasive weeds, Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

Erosion

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails

Other: It is a beautiful location over
looking the entire city, and is littered
with water storage, telephone poles,
Other: Hiding eye sores such as
and some giant metal box. I
water storage behind walls or
understand these things need to exist
shrubbery.
but it make an excellent trail location
with amazing views a lot less
amazing.

Views, Easy
access

Erosion, Pet waste, Too many trails,
Other: Too many people using the trail
after hours (after dark).

Invasive weeds, Pet waste

Dogs off leash, Pet waste, Other:
People setting campfires along trails

3

4

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
Other: This trail is perfect and should Other: This trail is perfect and
needs, Trail
be left untouched.
should be left untouched.
condition, Other:
The trail from
Butler Ct to Pulpit
Rock is perfect and
should be left as is.
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

4

4

5

4

Wildlife viewing areas

4

Wayfinding signage

4

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
signage

4

4

Views, Easy
access, Trail
Trail damage, Erosion, Not enough
difficulty/ease,
signage, OtherRattlesnakes have
Setting, Type of
become quite the issue the past few
there are
use/it meets my
Trail repair or realignment to
years. We have lived in University
the right
more than twice some
needs,
the right amount
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
Park since 1999. The presence of
amount of
3
a week
designated of trails
Other:Tough
signage, Other: Less rattlesnakes in
rattlesnakes has increased over the
trails
trail
question to answer
the entire surrounding area.
years. I am not sure why this has
as some of the
happened, or what can be done
trails are in
it, if anything.
Note: Survey responses haveexcellent
notcondition
beenabout
edited
for content or grammar.
and someAUSTIN
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APPENDIX K

How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?
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TRAIL USE

How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

46

47

54

55

58
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66
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How would
you
How often do
describe
you use this the use of
trail?
the areas
(Select one) surroundin
g this trail?
(select one)

How would
you
How would you describe
describe the the density What do you like
Which of the following
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
this trail?
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
this trail?
connecting
to this
trail?

Views, Easy
access, Trail
Hiking, Walking,
there are
difficulty/ease,
more than twice
the right amount not enough
Nature watching,
several
Setting, Type of
a week
of trails
trails
Exercise
rogue trails
use/it meets my
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
there are
Setting, Type of
once or twice a some
the right amount not enough
Exercise
use/it meets my
week
designated of trails
trails
needs, Other:It's
trail
not concreted!
Keep trails for
EVERYONE!
there are
the right
Hiking, Walking, once or twice a some
the right amount
Views, Easy
amount of
Nature watching week
designated of trails
access, Setting
trails
trail
Easy access, Trail
there are
difficulty/ease,
more than twice several
the right amount
Biking, Exercise
Type of use/it
a week
designated of trails
meets my needs,
tr
Trail condition
Views, Easy
there are
the right
access, Trail
once or twice a
the right amount
Hiking, Exercise
some rogue
amount of difficulty/ease,
month
of trails
trails
trails
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Hiking, Biking,
Views, Easy
Walking, Dog
there are
access, Setting,
more than twice
the right amount too many
walking, Nature
some rogue
Type of use/it
a week
of trails
trails
watching,
trails
meets my needs,
Exercise
Trail condition

70

Hiking

once or twice a
month

75

Hiking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
month

80

Biking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

4

Trail damage, Erosion, Other: Stop
paving/concreting the hiking tails in
CS! Concrete kills a runners knees!

Regional trail connections, Trail
repair or realignment to improve
sustainability, Accessible trail,
Other: Stop paving/concreting the
hiking tails in CS! Concrete pounds
a runners knees!

3

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Natural resource damage, Invasive
weeds, Dogs off leash, Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

3

Invasive weeds, Dogs off leash, Pet
waste

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails

4

Trail damage, Erosion, Other: The
access from Rimwood is very eroded Trail repair or realignment to
and will continue to erode until a
improve sustainability
sustainable trail access is developed.

3

Rogue trail, Erosion, Dogs off leash,
Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

4

Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Other:Connects
Austin Bluff to
University to Pulpit
Rock

Rogue trail, Other: There has been
new trails added this CY and it
appears they are being built for biking.
In addition some other trails in this
area have been scarified and appear
to be in the process of being closed.

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Other:
Seems odd that this activity would
be taking place in the middle of the
MP process. Maybe on UCCS
property or their trail work but do not
impact foot traffic.

4

the right amount too many
of trails
trails

Views, Easy
access, Setting

Erosion, Natural resource damage

Interpretive signage, Trail repair or
realignment to improve sustainability

4

the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting

Erosion, Dogs off leash, Pet waste,
Not enough signage

Interpretive signage, Improved trail
access/new trailhead

3

there are
the right
the right amount
several
amount of
of trails
rogue trails
trails
there are
some
designated
trail
there are
some
designated
trail

Rogue trail, Erosion, Invasive weeds,
Trail repair or realignment to
Dogs off leash, Pet waste, Not
improve sustainability
enough signage

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

84

Walking

once or twice a
year

there are
some
the right amount too many
designated of trails
trails
trail

88

Hiking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
the right
the right amount
several
amount of
of trails
rogue trails
trails

93

Hiking

there are
more than twice
the right amount too many
some rogue
a week
of trails
trails
trails

Regional trail connections, New trail
connections to other Open Space
trails, Interpretive signage, Trail
repair or realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage,
Views, Easy
Trail damage, Erosion, Dogs off leash,
Other: I would like to see the city
access,
Pet waste, Not enough signage,
purchase the land connecting North
Other:Provide
Other: Provide separate trails for
Pulpit Rock Park with the
overlooks with
walking vs. biking.
bicycle/walking path along
seating along trails.
Cottonwood creek (at Vincent
Drive). This will bring ABOS into the
trail system along Monument Creek.
This may also reduce autos.
Views, Easy
Trail damage, Not enough signage,
access, Trail
Other: This is a spot on one of the few
condition, Other:
"official trails"; the access point is off
Shade - good
New trail connections to other Open
south portion of Rockhurst Blvd just
summer trail; Not
Space trails, Wayfinding signage
opposite the apartments. There is
many people are
constant water seepage and an
on it at any given
iceberg in winter.
time
Easy access, Type
Trail repair or realignment to
of use/it meets my Erosion
improve sustainability
needs

AUSTIN BLUFFS MASTER AND MANAGEMENT PLAN - APPENDIX
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94

95

96

97

98

Hiking

there are
more than twice some
the right amount
a week
designated of trails
trail

Hiking

there are
more than twice
the right amount
some rogue
a week
of trails
trails

Hiking

there are
the right
more than twice some
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
trail

there are
the right amount
some rogue
of trails
trails

Hiking

once or twice a
month

Hiking

the
more than twice surrounding the right amount
a week
areas arent of trails
use

99

Hiking

once or twice a
year

the
surrounding the right amount
areas arent of trails
use

100

Hiking

once or twice a
month

the
surrounding the right amount
areas arent of trails
use
there are
the right amount
some rogue
of trails
trails

103

Hiking, Other
once or twice a
(please describe) year

111

there are
Hiking, Biking,
more than twice some
the right amount too many
Walking, Dog
a week
designated of trails
trails
walking, Exercise
trail

114

there are
the right
several
the right amount
amount of
designated of trails
trails
tr

Hiking, Biking,
once or twice a
Walking, Exercise month

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

Regional trail connections, Wildlife
viewing areas, Other: During the
winter when other trails become icy,
this south facing trail is popular with
hikers.

5

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Accessible trail

4

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Other: I can see why a
dry wash would not be an official
trail, but considering its flat gravel
bottom, wide area it really is
preferable to the official trail to the
east.

5

Easy access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Erosion
Type of use/it
meets my needs

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Other: I have tried all
the trails from Heller Ranch area to
Pulpit Rock and this one is the best.
It has some erosion but nothing
compared to the other trails. This is
the trail I always recommend to
other new hikers in the area.

4

Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Other: I use
this trail to get a "good work out"
climbing briskly from bottom to top.
It has a few erosional problems but I
try to do fixes as necessary. It is one
of my favorites.

4

Other: None. Close it off.

1

Wayfinding signage, Wildlife viewing
areas

4

3

Easy access, Type
of use/it meets my
Erosion
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Trail difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Trail condition,
Other: This is dry
wash alternative to
the other trails. I Other: Sometime the bank may fall in,
use it because it is but hikers do a quick fix. This dry
wash is very popular with hikers.
flat with a gravel
base, while the
adjoining official
trails get harder to
walk because of
erosion and icy fill
in winter

Trail damage, Erosion

Other: To be
honest I do not like
this trail and think it
should be closed
off. I used to use it
until the trail to the
west was
Trail damage, Erosion, Natural
established. I tried
resource damage
this trail a week
ago and found it to
be dangerous with
washouts and
slippery mud on
steep straight up
slopes
Rogue trail, Other: This is a short
Views, Easy
rogue trail to a rock overview. It is
access
popular with locals who just want to
go out to the point for the view.

Views, Easy
access

Trail damage, Erosion

Regional trail connections,
Accessible trail, Other: This trail has
beautiful rock outcrops, but I
seldom use anymore because of the
erosion and a few difficult spots. I
use two trekking poles to keep from
falling on some surfaces.

Views, Easy
access, Setting

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Pet waste

Improved trail access/new trailhead

3

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs

Erosion, Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

3
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APPENDIX K

How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?
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How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

Walking, Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
some
the right amount too many
designated of trails
trails
trail

Type of use/it
meets my needs

120

Dog walking

once or twice a
month

there are
some
the right amount
designated of trails
trail

Easy access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Erosion, Invasive weeds, Pet waste,
Type of use/it
Not enough signage
meets my needs

127

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
week
Exercise

128

Hiking, Walking,
there are
more than twice
Nature watching,
some rogue
a week
Exercise
trails

the right
amount of
trails

129

Hiking, Walking,
there are
more than twice
Nature watching,
several
a week
Exercise
rogue trails

the right
amount of
trails

132

Walking, Dog
once or twice a
walking, Exercise week

there are
several
the right amount too many
designated of trails
trails
tr

136

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
week
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

137

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
some rogue not enough trails
trails
trails

138

Hiking, Walking,
Nature watching, once or twice a
Exercise, Other month
(please describe)

there are
several
not enough trails
rogue trails

140

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

APPENDIX K

116

A-38

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?

142

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
several
designated
tr

the right
amount of
trails

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

143

Hiking

once or twice a
year

there are
some rogue not enough trails
trails

145

Walking, Nature
watching

once or twice a
year

the right
there are
the right amount
amount of
several
of trails
trails
rogue trails

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Easy access,
Setting, Other: It's
a good connector
from the Houck
Park access point
to the main trail
and other walking
areas.
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Other: This
trail along the north
ridge is a great
winter trail. Long
enough to get
some exercise - it
ends near Pulpit
Rock.
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Other:
Said previously,
nice winter trail;
good views.
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Other:
Nice winter trail;
reasonable length.
This is the west
end of it.
Other: The ONLY
thing I like about
this trail is that it
makes a loop from
the end of the north
ridge trail back
down to the middle
trail so you get a
full loop.
Views, Setting,
Type of use/it
meets my needs

AUSTIN BLUFFS MASTER AND MANAGEMENT PLAN - APPENDIX
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How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
signage

3

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Other: Signs
reminding dog walkers to pick up pet
waste and a trash can and baggie
station

3

Trail damage, Erosion

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Wildlife
viewing areas

3

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Natural resource damage, Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Improved trail
access/new trailhead, Wildlife
viewing areas

3

Trail damage, Erosion

Trail damage, Erosion, Natural
resource damage, Pet waste

2

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Pet waste

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

3

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Too many trails

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage,
Other (please describe)

3

Trail damage, Rogue trail

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage,
Wildlife viewing areas

3

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Wayfinding signage,
Other (please describe)

3

Rogue trail, Other: Trail braids here.
Don't need two trails - upper trail has
steep downhill where it reconnects to Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability
lower trail. Recommend keeping
lower trail if this north ridge becomes
a designated trail.

3

Rogue trail, Not enough signage

Wayfinding signage

3

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Other: Trail braids here. Don't need
two trails - upper trail has steep
downhill where it reconnects to lower
trail. Recommend keeping lower trail
if this north ridge becomes a
designated trail.

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Improved trail
access/new trailhead, Wayfinding
signage

2

Natural resource damage, Other:
Parties in the park and fires set
several times

4
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153

Hiking, Biking,
Walking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

there are
the right
more than twice several
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
tr

155

Hiking, Walking

once or twice a
year

there are
the right amount too many
some rogue
of trails
trails
trails

156

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching, week
Exercise

there are
the right amount too many
some rogue
of trails
trails
trails

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Nature watching,
Exercise
Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Nature watching,
Exercise

there are
some
designated
trail
there are
some
designated
trail

157

158

once or twice a
week
once or twice a
month

there are
some rogue
trails

the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Other: There
Views, Easy
has been more erosion in the open
access, Setting,
space area along the drainages.
Erosion, Natural resource damage
Type of use/it
There is also old fencing, barbed
meets my needs
wire, and t-stakes that need to be
removed to provide a safer
experience for the public.
Easy access, Type
Trail repair or realignment to
Rogue trail, Erosion, Too many trails,
of use/it meets my
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
Not enough signage
needs
signage, Wildlife viewing areas
Easy access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Rogue trail, Erosion, Natural resource
Type of use/it
damage, Pet waste
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Easy access, Trail Trail damage, Erosion, Other: too
condition
steep

Easy access, Type
the right amount not enough of use/it meets my
of trails
trails
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
too many difficulty/ease,
not enough trails
trails
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Trail
condition
the right
the right amount
Easy access,
amount of
of trails
Setting
trails
Views, Easy
access, Trail
the right amount too many
difficulty/ease,
of trails
trails
Setting, Trail
condition
Trail difficulty/ease,
the right amount too many Type of use/it
of trails
trails
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Easy access, Type
not enough trails
of use/it meets my
needs

159

Biking

once or twice a
month

162

Hiking, Walking,
Exercise

more than twice
a week

164

Hiking, Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
some rogue
trails

167

Walking

once or twice a
month

there are
some
designated
trail

168

Hiking, Biking

once or twice a
month

there are
several
rogue trails

169

Hiking, Walking,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
some rogue
trails

175

Walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise, Other: I
enjoy the feeling
that we are out of once or twice a
the city, when we month
are actually in the
middle of the city
East-west, and
North-South

there are
the right
the right amount
some rogue
amount of
of trails
trails
trails

178

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
some
the right amount
designated of trails
trail

183

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking

190

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
the right
more than twice several
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
trails

there are
the right
the right amount
some rogue
amount of
of trails
trails
trails

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Trail
condition

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Invasive weeds

Trail damage

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

3

3

4

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

2

Regional trail connections, New trail
connections to other Open Space
trails

4

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve sustainability

3

Regional trail connections, New trail
connections to other Open Space
trails

3

Regional trail connections

2

Trail repair or realignment to
Rogue trail, Erosion, Natural resource
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
damage, Dogs off leash, Pet waste
signage

4

Rogue trail, Erosion, Dogs off leash

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Wayfinding
signage

5

Erosion, Natural resource damage

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

2

Erosion, Pet waste, Other : Pet waste
a second, third and fourth time.
POOP everywhere! You have to
watch where you step the entire walk.

Other: It's fine the way it is unless
you want to employ some Poop
police. I know that won't happen,
haha.

4

Views, Easy
access, Type of
use/it meets my
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Easy
access, Type of
Rogue trail
use/it meets my
needs
Easy access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting,
Other:Shady scrub oak/juniper.
Nice moguls for
bikes. Seems to
be brand new?

4

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails

4

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Other: Part of a nice
loop around southern part of old
University Park Open Space.

5
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APPENDIX K

How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?
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How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

A-40

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?

191

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

200

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching, month
Exercise

there are
the right amount too many
several
of trails
trails
rogue trails

206

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
more than twice
Nature watching, a week
Exercise

there are
the right
several
the right amount
amount of
designated of trails
trails
trials

208

Hiking, Walking,
Exercise

once or twice a
month

there are
the right amount
some rogue
of trails
trails

210

Hiking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
several
too many trails
rogue trails

211

Walking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

there are
more than twice
several
a week
rogue trails

too many
trails
too many
trails

Views, Trail
Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
difficulty/ease,
Natural resource damage, Other:
Setting,
Other:Steep climb There are a lot of good switchback
rewarded with great areas and a lot of straight up areas.
views; part of a
The straight up areas are probably not
south loop trail in sustainable trail. They would need
old University Park quite a bit of work to make them so.
Open Space.
Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Dogs off leash, Pet waste, Other:
Views, Easy
People accessing when clearly
access
marked "not a trail head". Motor bikes,
etc. accessing this even though the
"road" is chained off.
Views, Easy
access, Trail
condition

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wildlife viewing areas

2

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Improved trail
access/new trailhead

2

Other: Ice forms and covers the trail in
the late fall and stays through the
Regional trail connections
winter and is very slick.

5

Trail damage, Erosion, Invasive
weeds, Pet waste

Regional trail connections

4

Rogue trail, Too many trails

Other; Main trail is good but too
many rouge trails

5

Easy access

Rogue trail, Too many trails

4

Setting, Other: It's
shady; it connects
Apartment access
(south Rockhurst
Blvd) to Houck
Park access; it has
interesting rock
formations on it.

Other: Main trail is useful and well
kept but there are 3 rogue trails
unnecessary and makes wayfinding
confusing not to mention erosion
issues

Rogue trail, Too many trails, Other:
As the trail gets near the Houck Park
access trail, there are rogue trails
everywhere taking shortcuts toward
Rockhurst Blvd. There is a large,
horseshoe shape rock formation in the
middle of most of the rogue trails.

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage

3

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs
Easy access,
Setting, Trail
condition

215

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

222

Hiking, Biking,
Dog walking

Views, Trail
difficulty/ease, Trail Trail damage, Erosion
condition

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

3

226

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Commute,
Exercise

there are
the right
some
not enough trails amount of
designated
trails
trail
there are
the right
the right amount
some rogue
amount of
of trails
trails
trails

Views, Easy
access, Type of
use/it meets my
needs

Erosion

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

4

228

Hiking, Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Dogs off leash, Pet waste, Not
enough signage

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

3

233

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Invasive weeds, Too many trails

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage

4

234

Hiking, Walking,
Nature watching, once or twice a
Exercise, Other month
Use it for a loop

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Invasive weeds, Too many trails

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Wayfinding signage,
Accessible trail

4

once or twice a
month

Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Trail difficulty/ease,
Other: Connects up
for a nice loop mid level between
riparian center area
and north ridge
trail.
Trail difficulty/ease,
Trail condition,
Other: Go south
here - you can take
a loop to the edge
of the University
Park Open Space
and connect back
up to the main
designated trail.
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236

Hiking, Walking,
once or twice a
Nature watching,
month
Exercise

there are
too many
several
not enough trails
trails
rogue trails

238

Hiking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
some
the right amount
designated of trails
trail

239

Hiking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
week

there are
the right amount too many
several
of trails
trails
rogue trails

240

Hiking, Dog
walking, Nature
watching,
Exercise

once or twice a
month

there are
some
the right amount too many
designated of trails
trails
trail

241

Hiking, Biking

once or twice a
month

242

Biking

once or twice a
month

245

Walking

once or twice a
week

258

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Exercise

there are
the right
more than twice some
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
trail

259

Hiking, Walking,
Dog walking,
Exercise

there are
the right
more than twice some
the right amount
amount of
a week
designated of trails
trails
trail

265

Hiking, Dog
once or twice a
walking, Exercise week

286

Hiking

once or twice a
year

there are
some rogue
trails
there are
some
designated
trail

the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails
the right
the right amount
amount of
of trails
trails

there are
the right amount too many
several
of trails
trails
rogue trails

there are
the right
several
not enough trails amount of
rogue trails
trails

Trail difficulty/ease,
Trail condition,
Other: This is a
relaxing, easy walk
trail. It blends into
the dry creek bed
right before the
Heller Center.
Views, Easy
access, Setting,
Type of use/it
meets my needs,
Trail condition
Views, Easy
access, Setting,
Type of use/it
meets my needs
Views, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs

Rogue trail, Erosion, Invasive weeds, New trail connections to other Open
Too many trails
Space trails, Wayfinding signage

4

4

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion,
Invasive weeds

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve sustainability

Trail damage, Rogue trail, Erosion

2

3

Trail difficulty/ease Erosion

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

Trail difficulty/ease

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve sustainability

Views, Easy
access, Type of
Rogue trail, Invasive weeds, Dogs off Trail repair or realignment to
use/it meets my
leash, Pet waste
improve sustainability
needs, Other:
Close to my house
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Type of
use/it meets my
needs, Trail
condition
Views, Easy
access, Trail
difficulty/ease,
Setting, Trail
condition

How
would you
rate the
condition
of this
trail? (5 is
the best
condition)

3

3

Erosion, Invasive weeds

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability, Other: Bench
for resting

3

Trail damage, Other: Some erosion

Trail repair or realignment to
improve sustainability

4

Erosion, Not enough signage

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails, Trail repair or
realignment to improve
sustainability, Wayfinding signage

4

there are
Easy access, Type
several
the right amount not enough
of use/it meets my Trail damage
designated of trails
trails
needs
trails

New trail connections to other Open
Space trails
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APPENDIX K

How do you use
Object
this trail?
Id
(select all that
apply)

How would
you
How would
How would you describe
you
describe the the density What do you like
How often do
Which of the following
describe
of rogue most about this Which of the following issues have
density of
you use this the use of
opportunities do you foresee for
trails
trail?
you encountered on this trail?
designated trails
trail?
this trail?
the areas
around and
around
(select all that
(select all that apply)
(Select one) surroundin
(Select all that apply)
connecting to
and
apply)
g this trail?
this trail?
connecting
(select one)
to this
trail?

A-41

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

ACCESS POINT

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

17

walk

31

walk

42
43

APPENDIX K

44

A-42

walk

walk

45

walk

51

walk

52

bike

63

walk

71

walk

79

walk

Saw it walking or
driving by, Live
nearby
Saw it walking or
driving by, Live
nearby

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

less than one
encourage
mile

Convenient

no

2

less than one
encourage
mile

Easy Access, close to home.

no

4

no

Signage, Saw it
less than one
walking or driving
encourage
mile
by, Live nearby

This access gives us the opportunity to
use a “new” trail (which replaced an
older trail) with varied terrain and
wonderful views.

no

4

Signage, Saw it
less than one
walking or driving
encourage
mile
by, Live nearby

There are very few access points from
the more S. End of Rockhurst, so we
like this option. Plus, this is a good
walking trail, while lots of the others
have obviously been made for bicycles.
Which is fine, but after multiple startling
meetings with speedy bicyclist, it is
nice not to have that worry on a trail.
This trail gives good access into the
“heart” of the open space.

no

3

Easy to find, and tell others about. It is
a very obvious access.

no

4

no

4

Easiest way to access from my house.

no

5

It is within walking distance of our home
and gives access to several trails within
a diverse area of open space where my
family, friends, and I enjoy walking.

no

4

easy access
close to home

no

2

I live close to the access point.

no

2

Trails map,
Signage, Saw it less than one
encourage
walking or driving mile
by, Live nearby
less than one
Live nearby
encourage
mile
less than one
Live nearby
encourage
mile
Saw it walking or
driving by, Live
1-4 miles
nearby

encourage

Word of mouth,
Signage, Saw it
walking or driving less than one
encourage
by, Live nearby, mile
Community or
HOA information
City website, Live
1-4 miles
encourage
nearby

Note: Survey responses have not been edited for content or grammar.
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

81

92

walk

walk

Live nearby

Live nearby

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

less than one
discourage
mile

There have been signs of fires started
and trash shortly upon entering the trail.
The fires are especially of concern since
I live only a few doors away from the
trail head.

no

1

less than one
encourage
mile

It is convenient to my house. I note that
with the park across the street it is also
one of the access points for ease of
parking although that does not affect
me. I use this access point almost
daily.

no

5

It is a short walk from my house. It is
actually my exit point as I use the
entrance opposite Houk Park. The area
has good parking both at the access
point but also in the parking area up the
street. However, as noted in one of my
other posts, there is a major drainage
problem a short distance below this
access point which causes "glacial ice"
to completely cover the trail and trail
detours in the winter, making it
unusable except for those who care to
scramble on the snow covered hill side.

no

5

no

3

It's not a good trail. There is a concrete
path that leads to it from our
neighborhood and then it just is a very
small foot wide path to get to the main
path. I've seen rattlesnakes on it and it's
very hard to see them if you're not
paying very close attention because the
path is so narrow. It would be nice it
was a wider trail to cut over to the main
path

no

2

Close by and easy access.

no

4

no

4

no

4

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

101

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

104

walk

Word of mouth,
Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

105

walk

Live nearby

112

walk

Live nearby

113

walk

Live nearby

115

walk

Trails map

less than one
discourage
mile

less than one
encourage
mile
less than one
encourage
mile
less than one
encourage
mile

The location is easy to walk to from my
house.

APPENDIX K

ACCESS POINT
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A-43

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

ACCESS POINT

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

118

walk

125

APPENDIX K

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

EVEN IN WET/SNOWY CONDITIONS
FAIRLY GOOD SURFACE

no

5

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

I love to get my exercise in the park. I
enjoy the flora and fauna.

no

3

126

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

I gives me a different way to come in or
out of the park to get to my home.

no

2

130

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

Close to living area

no

4

less than one
encourage
mile

It's the closest access point to my
house. It's right off Houck Park - so it's
easy to describe to other people. There
is parking along Houck Park if I invite
guests. It's a pretty trail. It keeps me in
the open space to connect with other
trails - without having to walk along
Rockhurst Blvd.

no

5

no

5

133

A-44

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

walk

Live nearby

134

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

It's the closest access point to my
house. It's right off Houck Park - so it's
easy to describe to other people. There
is some parking along Houck Park if I
invite guests. It's a pretty trail. It keeps
me in the open space to connect with
other trails - without having to walk
along Rockhurst Blvd.

149

walk

Live nearby

less than one
discourage
mile

Trail is run down

no

1

150

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

Easy access without additional
amenities. Parking would really detract
from its use.

no

2

other: This
should be an
improved
location with
parking.

1

no

4

no

3

151

drive and
park: can
Live nearby
usually find
a spot

154

walk

163

walk

Saw it walking or
driving by, Live
nearby
Trails map,
Community or
HOA information

1-4 miles

discourage

Not a good place to park.

less than one
encourage
mile
less than one
encourage
mile

Close proximity to property
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

no

3

166

walk

Trails map, Saw it
less than one
walking or driving
encourage
mile
by, Live nearby

It is convenient and leads quickly into a
very nice part of the trail system.
However the path from the road to
where the east/west trails meet up
could be better marked to prevent
people from making their own trails

174

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

Easy to get to. It's like a standard
trailhead. It's also the closest one to our
house of all the ones in U.P.

no

4

180

walk

Live nearby

5-10 miles

Very steep and sometime slippery
(scree) to get down into open space

no

2

184

walk

encourage

no

5

185

walk

encourage

no

5

186

walk

187

walk

188

walk

Saw it walking or less than one
encourage
driving by
mile

193

walk

Live nearby

less than one
discourage
mile

201

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

217

219

223

Saw it walking or
less than one
driving by, Live
mile
nearby
Saw it walking or
1-4 miles
driving by, Live
nearby
less than one
Live nearby
mile
Saw it walking or less than one
driving by
mile

drive and
park: can
Live nearby
usually find
a spot
drive and
park: can
Word of mouth
usually find
a spot
walk

Live nearby

discourage

encourage

Convenience

no

4

encourage

It is convenient to my house.

no

2

no

5

no

2

no

2

This access point leads into a beautiful,
well maintained trail. It's my favorite
summer trail.
There's no marker. I found it by
accident. There's no map of the area
either so I didn't know where the trail
led or where I could get off.
A block from my house, and not only
great views but with varied landscape
and a creek.

1-4 miles

encourage

Easy access to Open Space & safe
parking

1-4 miles

encourage

Trail has pea-sized gravel which is dogfriendly & good for wet weather. And
there is a trash receptacle there.

other

4

There are so many cars parked at the
created parking lot. These cars park
everywhere and have no regard for
existing conditions.

other

2

less than one
encourage
mile

3

4
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APPENDIX K

ACCESS POINT

A-45

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

ACCESS POINT

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

APPENDIX K

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

no

4

227

walk

Live nearby

less than one
discourage
mile

A "not a trailhead" sign at the base of
the driveway up to the south trail turns
away visitors trying to get into Pulpit
Rock Park. I live at the base of this
driveway in a subdivision that is
surrounded by a belt of designated
open space with at least 6-access
easements, including this driveway.
There is confusion between open space
and private property in our subdivision
that needs to be clarified as more park
visitors are to be expected..

243

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

I use this access point/trail to get to the
main trail in the Pulpit Rock park from
my house that is on Garlock Lane.

no

3

no

1

other

3

no

1

246

A-46

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

Saw it walking or
drive and
driving by, Live
park
nearby

257

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

I live directly across from this entry
point. This entry point is designed for
fire and emergency service access only
through a private driveway. People
come up our driveway all the time and
let their dog pee and poop on our lawn
and loiter at the entrance. They also
park in the no parking spot next to the
entrance. I would like the city to mark
this as a no entry point and put a private
property sign up for us.

260

walk

Live nearby

1-4 miles

Needs adequate parking so people
don't park illegally.

261

walk

Live nearby

encourage

This is NOT an access point to the open
area yet people park in our cul-de-sac
and ride, bike and walk their pets into
our yards and into the park. It is also on
the REI website and map as an
entrance!! This needs to change. The
park access is on Spurwood drive and
this should be enforced.
Thank you.

less than one
encourage
mile

5
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

ACCESS POINT

How do
How did you find
you
out about this
Object typically
access point?
ID
get to this
(Select all that
access
apply)
point?

How far do
you travel to
get to this
access
point?
(Select one)

Does this access
point (location,
condition,
amenities)
encourage or
discourage your
use of the Open
Space? (select one)

Please Describe why this access
point discourages or encourages
your use of the Open Space.

Would
additional
parking
opportunities
at this access
point increase
you ruse of
the Open
Space? (select
one)

How would
you rate
the
condition
of this
access
point? (5 is
the best
condition)

There is sign which is now laying down
which describes rules for the Open
Space.

no

4

walk

Signage, Saw it
less than one
encourage
walking or driving
mile
by

268

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

Close to home - good to walk to. I
would discourage parking at this access
point as it is in a private neighborhood.

no

4

271

walk

Live nearby

less than one
encourage
mile

Two easily visible trails.

no

5

1-4 miles

It's fairly new. Used to access via Pulpit
Rock Road which is residential with
very little parking.

no

3

288

drive and
park: can
Live nearby
always find
a spot

encourage

APPENDIX K

264

6
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A-47

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING MAINTENANCE

What type of maintenance
Object
is needed here? (select
Id
one)

Please describe the issue or damage.

14
15

38

40

41

53
56
62

APPENDIX K

69

A-48

72
76
77
78
83

87

90

Is this a reoccurring
issue? (select one)

yes it occurs almost
every time

other: Mullen

On the trial beginning at University Park Blvd/Rockhurst
other: no fire mitigation has roundabout NO fire mitigation has ever been done. This is
yes it occurs almost
ever been done, lots of dead the part of the trail that begins at the roundabout and goes
every time
wood
a few hundred feet behind the villas and behind the first 3
houses on the north side of Milliken Court
yes it occurs several
other: Erosion control
Runoff from hillsides washing mud and gravel into yards
times a year
A storm drain is needed at the cu-de-sac. Storm water
collects in the cul de sac and pours over the curb and
yes it occurs
stormwater infrastructure
down the hill toward Conservatory Pt. The rock sills at
seasonally
installed by the city is overgrown, clogged with mud and
not maintained
soft surface trail damage
yes it occurs almost
Road is washed out
ruts
every time
The access point to Austin Bluffs Open Space at the end
soft surface trail damage
yes it occurs almost
of Montebello Drive is washed out and rutted. During
ruts
every time
heavy rains, it is all mud.
soft surface trail damage
yes it occurs almost
ruts
every time
On this section of trail there is a spring. During winter it
continues to build up a large ice field that covers the trail.
Social trails are forming above and below the trail to avoid
yes it occurs
other
the ice. It would be nice if some type of water crossing
seasonally
could be constructed to keep users on the trail and avoid
more social trails. I hiked on 5 April and there is still ice
in the area this late into the spring.
Trail beginning at end of Concordia Drive goes down and
yes it occurs almost
paved trail damage
then into park area. Concrete is broken and needs to be
every time
replaced.
It is a paved drainage ditch that is also a trail. Cement is yes it occurs almost
paved trail damage
broken up.
every time
It is eroding. Dirt is washing down in to our HOA park and yes it occurs several
other: Fire trail
trail.
times a year
yes it occurs several
other: Clear Cut Area
Erosion. Gravel washing down into park and trail.
times a year
other: Overgrowth with
Underbrush and hillside are a possible fire danger. This
yes it occurs
possible toxic weeds
area hasn't had mitigation in over 15 years.
seasonally
Old crops of oaks that have never been mitigated and are
close to housing. Should there be a fire on this hill side,
yes it occurs almost
other
our homes would be directly in its path. One social trail
every time
has been used so much that natural grass and fauna have
been destroyed.
hazard downed tree wire
yes it occurs almost
washed out trail
fence d
every time

Do you feel this
area should be
closed as a result
of this issue or to
prevent the issue
from occurring?
(select one)
no

no

no

no

no
no
no

no

no
no
no
no
no
yes the area should
be closed
permanently
no

Note: Survey responses have not been edited for content or grammar.
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING MAINTENANCE

91

131

139

152
160

192

Please describe the issue or damage.

From November through March this part of the trail is
covered with ice, which gets larger each day. Even the
other: Water seepage grows rogue bypass got covered this winter requiring hikers to
a glacier covering trail during scramble up and down the mtn between switchbacks for
winter
about two months. We need a "permanent winter by-pass"
or a culvert to funnel water off the trail. I injured myself
scrambling and quit this trail for a month.
This 'trail' is a maintenance access for city utilities, but
heavily used as a trail access (it is not a trail access) and is
a short steep hill of builder's grade red rock that is eroded.
It does lead into the open space to a trail, which never had
the 'step down' work done to slow erosion, so the trail is
soft surface trail damage
very badly eroded. Motor bikes access this spot. People
ruts
park on the very narrow Spurwood Dr at this dangerous
curve, to access the open space. There was confusion if
the Plan includes a parking lot at this point, for trail access.
This is a non-starter, due to the creeks, Spurwood Dr being
not conducive to traffic.
The trail runs into a rock formation and abruptly shifts up
other: This is a rogue trail
about 4 feet. There is abrasion where people scramble up
that may become a
the edge of the dirt/rock and another trail which goes
designated trail. This spot around the rock and then scrambles up to the trail. If this
needs help!
becomes a designated trail along the north ridge, it should
be fixed.
soft surface trail damage
You have really neglected these trails.
ruts
I don't know if I have the exactly correct spot, but in this
trash debris
area there are like 3 or 4 big broken bendy pipes just laying
around like trash.
The Trail from the overlook is unimproved. I don't believe
it's a social trail it's just a trail the needs maintenance
because of the steep switchbacks. It would be nice if the
other
trail was improved so that it was better manage for hiking
biking or other multi purpose use. This is the trail that leads
North from the over look down to The Valley and back to
the arts center

194

soft surface trail damage
ruts

196

soft surface trail damage
ruts

202

sign damage

Is this a reoccurring
issue? (select one)

yes it occurs
seasonally

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

yes the area should
be closed p

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

This is a rogue trail that I'd wish would become a
yes it occurs almost
designated trail. This spot is very steep, a combination of
every time
dirt, rocks and grass. It is eroding and hard to navigate.
There is a steep, gravelly dip along the trail. People have
yes it occurs almost
already started making a detour around it with a new
every time
switchback.
A "builders grade" rock on a steep slope, worn by bikes,
water - decaying in the last year than in many years. (I've
lived here almost 30 years).
yes it occurs almost
every time
It is the maintenance access "road" just off spurwood dr. the address of the house bordering this is 6130 spurwood
dr.

yes the area should
be closed only
during certain
seasons
no

yes the area should
be closed
permanently

2
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What type of maintenance
Object
is needed here? (select
Id
one)

Do you feel this
area should be
closed as a result
of this issue or to
prevent the issue
from occurring?
(select one)

A-49

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING MAINTENANCE

What type of maintenance
Object
is needed here? (select
Id
one)

216

soft surface trail damage
ruts

218

soft surface trail damage
ruts

220

soft surface trail damage
ruts

244

hazard downed tree wire
fence d

247

hazard downed tree wire
fence d

267

stormwater infrastructure

273

APPENDIX K

275

A-50

other: Rock section that
interrupts the flow of this
great green single-track
soft surface trail damage
ruts

276

stormwater infrastructure

277

soft surface trail damage
ruts

280

soft surface trail damage
ruts

283

other

289

stormwater infrastructure

Please describe the issue or damage.

This trail is fairly wide, downhill and soft surface. It has
eroded badly and tree roots cross it every few feet.
Trail Dips and is eroded to sand. Located east of Teepee
rock formation. Erosion & Footing Remedy could be Steps,
Stones or Switchbacks.

Is this a reoccurring
issue? (select one)

Do you feel this
area should be
closed as a result
of this issue or to
prevent the issue
from occurring?
(select one)

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

Gravel has eroded & bare soil remains. When trail is wet,
the soil is clay so when traveled the trail becomes nearly
yes it occurs
unwalkable because the clay adheres to hiking shoes.
seasonally
Walkers walk further out into the grass to seek footing
which leads to widening the trail & causing more erosion.
This area is a fire hazard. There are many standing dead
trees in this area.
Trench eroded to trail; dangerous for those not watching
their step or ride carefully. Located on the trails behind
Nevada avenue parking spot, near the south end of the
BMW dealer area.

yes it occurs almost
every time
yes it occurs
seasonally

no
yes the area should
be closed only
during certain
seasons

Streambed erosion is very close to trail

yes it occurs
seasonally

Just a bit too rocky to ride safely

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

Trail access. When snowy, it's slippery to travel

yes it occurs
seasonally

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

yes it occurs almost
every time

no

The land between a Homeowner and Open space is
eroding. It's located at about a 1 minute walk into the
trailhead from the Montebello West cul de sac. I think the
Homeowner placed a large boulder in the middle of the
natural gully that developed by draining water. This
boulder may save the 50 year old Ponderosa Pine Tree
located there on the trail. It has held the erosion at bay for
now. However more than a single boulder will be needed
to keep this wall of earth in place.
Trail damage. Difficult to descend. Limited footing due to
erosion.
Trail surface is so soft is has diverged into three rutted
routes in this section. This photo shows the ruts are about
5" deep.
Old broken piping and manhole surround in creek bottom
need to be removed.
Low spots on this trail need better drainage. Small
amounts of rain make them very muddy.
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yes it occurs almost
every time
yes it occurs several
times a year

no

no
no

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

DESIRED TRAIL DETAILS
What type of
trails would
you like to see
developed
here? (select
all that apply)

23

Biking

there is a trails
longer
but im not sure it
than 5
its designated of
years
not

59

Hiking, Exercise

there is a rogue
I'm not
trails through
sure
here

A single new
trail, Several
new trails

107

Hiking

there is a rogue
I'm not
trails through
sure
here

Several new
trails built on
existing rogue
trails

161

Hiking, Dog
walking

there is a rogue
I'm not
trails through
sure
here

A single new
trail

189

A single trail
Hiking,Walking,Na there is a rogue
built on an
ture watching,
trails through
1 2 years
existing rogue
Exercise
here
trail

A single trail
built on an
existing rogue
trail

Please describe the desired trail? (access,
destination, direction of travel, etc.)

Please don’t RAPE these trails! Colorado Springs needs
to learn what SINGLE TRACK TRAILS really are, going in
with a skid loader is NOT making PROFESSIONALLY
PLANNED trails like y’all did at Bear Creek south of the
dog park. Those trails are an eye sore, destroyed the
natural beauty of the area AND contributes to erosion!
The individual that planned, approve that plan and
implemented that plan should be terminated!
The “rogue” trails as you refer to them demonstrate your
ignorance to trail building! These are the type single track
trails that we build in Wisconsin, WORS.ORG, trails that
require biking skills, follow natural geographic features
and are not destroying the natural beauty we want on the
trails.
I would like to see a connector trail jointly developed with
city and UCCS to allow foot access around water towers
and onto UCCS property and to access university open
space. Now you have to hike behind apartments and
residential area before utilizing the trail through university
park open space on to Pulpit Rock.
I'm not sure if this is exactly where it is but I've been on a
trail that the "All Trails" app designates as a "main trail" on
the northeast side. It most definitely is not a main trail! I
naively went on this trail by myself and didn't realize that
it's really a glorified water run off. The hike was very
beautiful though as I went over the creek, through tall
grasses and then up onto the rock surrounded by trees. I
ran into a rattlesnake up here though that I almost
stepped on as it was sunning itself on the path. I think if
the paths were wider and maintained better this would be
less of an issue as you could see the snakes before
getting so close. I'm very concerned in general about
snakes in Pulpit as I don't think people realize how many
there are. I see small children running around in the
grasses and their parents being completely unconcerned.
Hoping if the trails are better this will be less of an issue!

How would you
access this
desired trail?
(select one)

from an existing
trail

from an existing
trail

from an existing
trail

it would require a
new access p
This would be a perimeter trail. Access the existing
designated trail across from the apartments on Rockhurst
Blvd. At this location, take a right fork up the hill. It loops from an existing
trail
around and eventually intersects with the trail that can
either take you to the Houck Park access point or the
Montebello access point.

Note: Survey responses have not been edited for content or grammar.
1
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How long
How would you
has the
like to use a trail How is this area trails
Object
in this area? currently used? been in
Id
(select one)
(select all that
use?
apply)
(select
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

DESIRED TRAIL DETAILS

APPENDIX K

How long
How would you
has the
like to use a trail How is this area trails
Object
in this area? currently used? been in
Id
(select one)
(select all that
use?
apply)
(select
one)

A-52

203

Hiking,Walking,Do there is a rogue longer
g walking,
trails through
than 5
Exercise
here
years

266

there is a trails
longer
Hiking,Biking,Dog but im not sure it
than 5
walking
its designated of
years
not

this area isnt
used at all

269

Biking

272

there is a rogue
Hiking,Walking,Ex
im not
trails through
ercise
sure
here

What type of
trails would
you like to see
developed
here? (select
all that apply)

Please describe the desired trail? (access,
destination, direction of travel, etc.)

How would you
access this
desired trail?
(select one)

If this maintenance trail or road is to remain, then better
blocking of motor bikes, and better maintenance of this hill
against erosion. Connect it to the trail, but inpinge on
anyone's ability to cut off on social trails. It can only go
New connector
west, as our neighborhood surrounds the open space
trail(s) that
(Valley at Erindale).
connect to
Also: This is a feire danger for our area, due to
existing trails
undergrowth in the open space walkers "kicking" cigarette
butts, and the occasional carpen in the open space. The
topography is a natural place, leading fiel into our
subdivision.
A single trail
built on an
existing rogue
trail,Several
new trails built
from an existing
on existing
access point
rogue trails,New
connector
trail(s) that
connect to
existing trails
Ideally, one way direction and mountain bike only but I
will except two way travel and mountain bike only. We
don’t need any more flow trails! Trails that are similar to
the ones at oil well flats are superb, a little bit technical
and challenging and no maintenance or baby strollers.
Currently the only safe and reasonable (especially for
running) way over the ridge that ends with Pulpit Rock is
New connector west of the actual Pulpit Rock and next to the apartment
complex. We need another way over the ridge to the
trail(s) that
other side toward the Heller center. I access the open
connect to
space from the Valley at Erindale and would like to be
existing trails
able to get to Austin Bluffs Open Space without having to
go almost to Nevada to do it.
Several new
trails,Several
new trails built
on existing
rogue trails

2
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from an existing
access point

from an existing
trail

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

24

wildlife habitat

25

other

26

other

29

wildlife habitat

37

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:
This is an open space next to a private home. If it is used to access
anything behind it the cars will park on one side of the road as the
other side is a fire lane. The side of the road they can park on will
be in front of private property often blocking the mailbox and
therefore the post office will NOT delivery mail. This open space
leads back to a narrow area of public space which is steep, craggy
and home to bear and bobcat dens as the wild life has been video
taped several times a week. These videos have been shared with
Dave D.
This area is directly between and across the street from private
homes. The side of the road which this open space is on is a fire
lane, hence the cars can't park there. Therefore the cars park in
front of our house blocking our mailbox and when this happens the
postal service does not delivery our mail. The view for driving out of
our driveway is impeded from oncoming traffic. Trail access should
be not on our small streets in University Park but larger, more public
areas. Thank you for your consideration.
This area is directly between and across the street from private
homes. The side of the road which this open space is on is a fire
lane, hence the cars can't park there. Therefore the cars park in
front of our house blocking our mailbox and when this happens the
postal service does not delivery our mail. The view for driving out of
our driveway is impeded from oncoming traffic. Trail access should
be not on our small streets in University Park but larger, more public
areas. Thank you for your consideration.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Large mammals (deer ,
etc.),Small mammals (rabbits ,
squirrels , etc.),Other: Bears,
bobcats, coyotes, turkeys

Large mammals (deer ,
etc.),Other: Bears, bobcats,
coyotes

Location of several bear dens, craggy and rough areas. Home to
turkeys, bobcats, coyotes, owls. Thank you for your consideration.
I am concerned that increased development in the forest area will
be a magnet for camping and unauthorized overnight use. With the
coming wave of South America immigrants they will need places to
live. They are used to forests and will want to sleep in this area,
they will need fires to keep warm. The fires will increase chance of
forest fires and home destruction. I realize there have not been any
fires for many years but we have never had a huge influx of
homeless immigrants. Please give assurances that this area with
the increased traffic will not turn into a homeless village like we
have along the river in Colorado Springs. Crime will increase along
with the fire hazard. San Francisco has a out of control problem that
cannot be stopped. Property values will decrease.

Other: Fire
hazard

Note: Survey responses have not been edited for content or grammar.
1
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Why should
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

APPENDIX K

Object
Id

A-54

Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)

39

wildlife habitat

48

Other: Stop
paving/concretin
g the hiking tails
in CS! Concrete
kills a runners
knees!

50

other

60

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

61

wildlife habitat

64

Other: Private
property

65

wildlife habitat

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:
The fire mitigation has gone out of control, paranoiac
Man do not understand nature? To destroy our vegetation is one of
the biggest cause of fire, because it cause changes in the weather,
and it becomes hot and hotter every years. keeping cutting our
vegetation only increases chances for fire. Change our environment
and we eventually will not die of fire, but suffocated with bad air.
Does anyone understand the importance of vegetation to clear our
air, as habit for all animals, etc.? Stop cutting our trees and
everything that is green because of what? If their is a fire don't wait
until it burns the town to action. That is why it burns. Because action
is not taken on time.
What is wrong with very well educated people who cannot
understand nature? If you ask anyone who cares they know to keep
nature alone Enough!!!
Please stop paving/concreting the hiking/running tails in CS!
Concrete kills a runners knees! I was disappointed to see the
connector between GoGs and the visitors center was recently
concreted! UGH! If you must concrete/pave a trail, please only do
half the trail and leave the other half for runners. The trails should
benefit ALL people, and not just a special interest group.
The area at the south end of Rockhurst has an entry issue to the
open space. There is no public access but many people use the
vacant lot as an entry point despite the no trespassing signs. We
have had people in our back yard.
From maps provided it appears the rock outcropping above the
Heller House is not in the open space. The plant community and
geological formation is worthy of preservation. Has UCCS or the
city designated this area to be preserved and open to the public?
Currently there is a trail that goes up the side of the formation and
on to pulpit rock and it is used by hikers from Austin Bluff Open
Space. Suggest the City MP product for Austin Bluff include plans
from UCCS on the development of their adjacent lands. That is
critically needed to have a comprehensive plan for this great area of
the city.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.)

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.),Other:
Confirmed sightings of deer,
bobcats, coyotes, turkeys, bears,
hawks, woodpeckers, owls, bats,
and of course rabbits and
squirrels

This area is a game home and trail used daily by larger animals.
Any development here would impact wildlife through foot traffic ,
pets, and general disruption. Further there is no parking except for
on the street one-half mile down.

Private property rights ignored. Area used daily and nightly. Problem
with teens smoking, fire risk, marijuana use, garbage left behind.
Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.)

Talk of a road and parking lot in this area. This would negatively
impact the open space as well as wildlife in our neighborhood.

2
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

68

73

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Other: It's so
nice to have
natural space
not developed
entirely.
Other: There is a
"dirt and sand"
slide coming
down off the hill
due to lack of
vegetation. It
completely
covers the
concrete
pathway below
whenever it
rains.

82

other

85

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

86

wildlife habitat

102

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

108

other

109

wildlife habitat

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:

Hundreds of people and their pets enjoy walking and playing there.
Please don't change it. Must EVERY AREA be developed! Most
people really don't want that.

This area needs to have some type of ground cover or other work
done to keep the hill from eroding further and dirt and said covering
the concrete walkway below.

A homeless camp has been found in this area with evidence of fire
use.
Since University Oaks subdivision was built (near Damon and
Union), the social trail on the ridge above Campus Commons (north
side of Palm Drive), has had extensive use. Our concern is for the
rocks and outcroppings. We have seen people try to cause damage
to the rock formations. Have also seen kids try to start small fires,
and use the area for BB gun practice over the years that we have
lived in this area.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.),Other:
Bob Cats, raccoon, skunk,
porcupine, coyotes, turkeys, ringtail cats

Because of the two social trails there has been an uptick in usage.
Rocks are dislodged; vegetation and trampled and the wildlife
population has diminished.

The new sports complex UCCS built is a severe eyesore. I wish
they would at least paint it to match surrounding rocks.
My children live and play in the valley at Erindale subdivision. It’s a
quiet place that doesn’t get a lot of thru traffic where my children are
safe. Adding a parking lot and development of a road through our
neighborhood would negatively affect property values and endanger
my children
The small valley at the end of Canyon Springs Pl has a beautiful
bobcat that is seen almost weekly. We have also seen a black bear
back in the canyon (just once). In addition, there is a Great Horned
Owl that hunts this valley.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Other: Bobcat & Bear
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Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

Object
Id

APPENDIX K

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:

user safety

Twice in the past four years the police & fire dept. have been called
to this area because some college students have hiked back in the
canyon and started a campfire, which poses obvious risks to the
surrounding homes. There is no trail in this canyon, and half the
area is owned by an HOA and is not public space. Perhaps a sign to
explain that it is open space for the wildlife and has no hiking trails
will help protect the wildlife and the surrounding neighborhoods.

119

other

121

Other:
Unplanned trail
behind
1795,1807,
1819, 1831,1843
Pine Mesa
Grove. Is trail
on the
Preservation
area of the Villas
property? The
trail is close to
the addresses
listed at Villas.
Can hear
conversations of
people on trail
and see from our
home

PULPIT ROCK PARK A GREAT AREA, HAVE BEEN HIKING FOR
OVER 20 YEARS. NEEDS TO BE PRESERVED WITH NO
ROADS CUTTING THROUGH THE PARK. PARKING ON
NEVADA SIDE COULD BE ENLARGED WITH APPROPRIATE
SIGNAGE & TRASH CONTAINERS. ABSOLUTELY NO
DESIGNATED PARKING NEXT TO RESIDENTIAL AREAS OFF
SPURWOOD OR IN UNIVERSITY PARK

110

A-56

Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)

122

The open space area to the S of 1807 Pine Mesa Grove is a
wildlife Habitat. We frequently see coyotes, bobcats, deer,
raccoons, rabbits and owls behind our home in the Villas at
University Park. as do many other residents of the Villas.

There is an unplanned trail in ABOSpace within approx. 100 feet
behind our home in the Villas at University park. We see and hear
both foot and bike use of this trail. I am concerned about several
things. The trail does not allow for natural water drainage behind
my home, this is an active wildlife area (coyotes , bobcats, deer,
rabbits, raccoons) and trail is very narrow going through large
thickets of scrub oak.

user safety
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

Object
Id

Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)

123

Other: Social
trail too close to
our home. A
preservation
area is included
in the property of
the Villas at
University park.
It appears the
social trail
enters
preservation.
Area to the S of
our home. Yes?
Is this allowed?

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:

There is a large rock outcropping in a horseshoe shape in this area.
As you enter from the Houck Park access point, the trail splits
several times - generally heading west to connect up with the
shaded, hilly area or north to connect up with the main trail. Trails
go over the rock, next to the rock, under the rock... Some are steep
and have a bit of scree in them. There is no reason for so many
trails - some should be closed.

135

user safety

141

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

146

wildlife habitat

147

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

The rock outcroppings here are very cool. People like to hike back
into the canyon and climb them, but unfortunately it means they are
off-trail, damaging the brush and scaring wildlife, leaving trash, and
some people have started fires.

148

Other: many
folks have cut
though several
of the back yards
to leave the trail

have had to install no trespassing signs since we were told that no
signage to stay on trails would be provided. it would be helpful to
have signs on the trails with approx. mileage to the next exit off the
trail, and signs that point to the way to leave the trails.

vegetation

Bobcat lives back in there. And someone started a campfire back in
there two years ago. It should be protected space for the wildlife.

Other: Bobcat

APPENDIX K

165

There are really fun hoodoo rock formations here. The area around
it is beaten up with small rogue trails everywhere.

Although I believe this is an official access point, the trail from here
is nonexistent and people wander all over both going down into the
valley, and coming up from the valley. There is no parking here (the
Lichen, Wildflowers
cul-de-sac is a 'hammer' style, and the fire department cannot turn
their truck around if there are cars there), and so I suspect this
should be removed from the list of access points.
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

APPENDIX K

Object
Id

A-58

Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)

170

wildlife habitat

176

Other:
"Developers"

181

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

197

wildlife habitat

204

wildlife habitat

212

Other:
Decreases the
privacy of my
home

213

Other: Appears
to be private
property

221

other

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:

I own 1210 Eagle Rock Road and am very unhappy with all the
hikers and bicyclists that cross our property. Please keep the trails
away from that property line as they have no respect for private
property. In addition, it may be open space, but it is not a dog park
either. Everyone allows their dogs off leash and they chase the
deer. In the winter time, it is essential that the deer and other
animals retain their energy to survive the cold winter nights rather
than running from some dog who has a very inconsiderate owner.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.)

I am pleased and confident however that the Palmer Land Trust
could actually save the space between the Montebello cul-de-sac
and what UCCS has destroyed on Nevada.

Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.),Other:
Bobcat
Raptors (hawks , owls ,
etc.),Songbirds, Large mammals
(deer , etc.),Small mammals
(rabbits , squirrels , etc.),Other:
Coyotes, bobcats, mountain lions,
bears, turkeys

This trail was cut into the hill by a mountain biker. It is starting to
erode.

Motor bikes and bicycles have worn the hill until it is now eroding
quickly. Rains this year may finish it off.

This trail was not included in the plan when we built our home . We
were under the impression that open space meant vegetation as we
bought it.

224

wildlife habitat

Large mammals (deer ,
etc.),Small mammals (rabbits ,
squirrels , etc.),Other 3 young
Bobcats two pair of coyotes

225

wildlife habitat

Large mammals (deer , etc.)

I call this the "east perimeter trail"; currently it's a rogue trail. This
spot has about a dozen Invisible Fence markers on the west side of
the trail. There are houses on the east side of the trail. It appears
this is private property. If so, the trail needs to be rerouted or shut
down.
All of the above. This area is not a place where we should build a
trail because it is right next to several homes. There is no parking
available in this private neighborhood. Also wildlife live here
including but not limited too owls, deer, bobcats, coyotes and more.
If there were an emergency, this area is not easily accessible by
emergency personnel. Also, We are worried about security as there
are unsecured backyards with the homes. This place should not be
developed into any sort of recreational access point nor should a
trail be built or developed further.
The bobcats travel through but there are upwards of 6 deer that lay
down on the hillside nearly every afternoon-undisturbed.
deer rut there and often lay down in the afternoons upwards of 8
deer
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

229

vegetation

231

user safety

232

user safety

235

vegetation

237

vegetation

248

Other: Erosion

249

Other: Erosion

250

Other: Erosion

251

Other: Erosion

252

Other: Erosion

253

Other: Erosion

254

Other: Erosion

255

Other: Erosion

256
262

wildlife habitat
user safety

263

other

270

Other: To access
this area you
must cross
Campus
Commons
Townhome
Assoc. which is
private.

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:
Unnecessary extra trail. It is an added trail by cyclist that cuts into
established trail . We don’t need social paths it makes it confusing
and destroys natural vegetation
Rocks keep getting piled up which makes obstructing to walkers
also someone has dug up rocks making dangerous holes on oath

Other (please
describe)

Dangerous holes from rocks being dug up for unnecessary rock pile

Large mammals (deer , etc.)

It seems like the social trails in the riparian area are every two feet
Wildflowers,Shrubs, apart! New trails keep cropping up. Many of them need to be shut
Other: Grasses
down - and leave one well maintained one it it's place. I'd
recommend one on each side of the riparian area.
Wildflowers,Shrubs,
There are too many trails in this area. This trail crosses the
Other: Snags for
(currently dry) creek bed in a place where the banks are eroding
birds; riparian area
away from the trail.
for wildlife
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Informal trail created by cyclists a few years ago, goes up the
hillside causing erosion
Deer lay down here and rest most afternoons
This is where a social trail crosses my property. It is fairly well
traveled and some homeowner maintenance between the point
indicated and the start of the trail off of the trail on the open space
between Vickers and Colgate
The access point is just west of 2269 Palm Dr. The homeowners of
Campus Commons Townhome Assoc do not want public traffic
coming through this area. It is private. We maintain all the roads
west of the cul de sac. These roads are for homeowners to get to
their residents only and the roadways are fire lanes. We work hard
on trying to keep our area clean. Our residents have moved into this
area for the bluffs and wildlife.
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Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)
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AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY
AREA NEEDING PROTECTION

Object
Id

274

278
279

Why should
this area be
protected?
(select one)

What types of
What types of wildlife use this
vegetation grow
area and need habitat
here that need
protection? (select all that
protection? (select
apply)
all that apply)

From the first 1/2 - 1 mile inward along the main access points at
Rockhurst Blvd and Nevada Ave dog owners, despite signs clearly
stating that dogs need to be on-leash and cleaned up after, routinely
let their dogs run free and do not clean up. In the heat of summer
the trails stink. The feces is a hazard to wildlife, not to mention
unsightly and disgusting. The dog owners are fully aware of the
rules, but choose to disregard them. For this reason, dogs should
be completely banned in the entire area. Consider putting
enclosed dog runs at each end so dogs have a place to be outdoors
without being a hazard. Please save the beauty of our open space
and stop it from being an extended dog toilet.

Other: Dog
owners use this
area as a canine
toilet and do not
clean up after
their dogs

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings
Other: Graffiti
scrapped into
rock face

281

scenic features
such as rock
outcroppings

284

Other: for the
safety & security
of our residence

Unique Keyhole rock formation. How do we protect this and other
in the area: Teepees & Hoodoo rock formations?
Graffitist marked west facing rock face with their version of
petroglyphs. How do we prevent this type of vandalism.
Teepees and a natural sanctuary area. See the tree trunk laid out
like a sitting bench? I've seen burn scorch marks in those wind
sculpted areas of the rocks as though people light candles and held
ceremonies at the rock fronts. How do we protect this areas from
the wildfire and littering and campfires?

Home owners safety & security would be jeopardized if any new
trails are added closer to the homes than the existing trails. Any
new trails closer to the homes would increase the risk of soil erosion
to the slopes which would also increase the safety risk to the hikers.
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287

Other: Riparian
habitat by old
RR bed, plus lot
zoned
agriculture,
would be lovely
open space
between Pulpit R
& Cottonwood
Cr. Owner asks
too hi price, but
may consider
selling for open
space, not
commercial.
Could help save
desirability of
living along
Dublin

When I worked for an international publishing co., page layout was
instructed to use "white space" generously because it rests the eye
and calms the reader. Likewise, open space in a city helps calm
citizens and make them more aesthetically aware. Our Erindale
neighborhood (along Dublin Blvd) was once a beautiful, quiet area.
If the large lot where N. Nevada becomes Dublin and bends around
to head east could to stay open space, it could give drivers a
greater sense of happiness and peace as they enter and leave our
beloved neighborhood. The foot path along the RR track could also
be a more pleasant connector to Cottonwood Cr than the sidewalk
that runs alongside heavy traffic and next to the dog kennels,
causing a barking uproar with every passerby. Including the
acquisition of this lot in your plans, would be a wonderful gift to the
City.

8
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Please provide any additional details or information on your
concerns about this area:

AUSTIN BLUFFS OPEN SPACE SURVEY

FAVORITE AREA
Object Why is this your favorite area? Which open space is this area
Please describe why this is your favorite area:
Id
(select all that apply)
within? (select one)
Trails,Views,Proximity to where I
I love being able to walk out of my house and be on the trail. It is quiet ,
21
university park open space
live
a place of solitude for me
49 Views,Proximity to where I live
university park open space
We love this area because it's pretty much untouched and close to where
Trails,Views,Setting/experience,Pr
we live. It's beautiful, quiet and natural. It needs nothing but to be left as
67
pulpit rock open space
oximity to where I live
it is. Please don't take this amazing, natural area away from so many
people that enjoy it 'as is'.
The Pulpit Rock hike isn't one of my favorites typically because you have
the view and noise of 25. Back on the northeast side though it's
106 Setting/experience
pulpit rock open space
completely quite and you don't feel like you are close to all that. Beautiful
grasses and a creek that you'd never know was there!
The duck pond is beautiful. It attracts wildlife. I love hearing the red
144 Trails,Setting/experience
university park open space
wing blackbirds and watching the ducks.
When I am in this area I feel like I am away from the city and in the
173 Proximity to where I live
university park open space
middle of the forest. I can get there from my house in about 5 minutes.
177 Trails
university park open space
179 Views
pulpit rock open space
I love the view. I bring visitors.
Trails,Views

university park open space

205

Proximity to where I live

university park open space

214

Trails,Setting/experience

university park open space

It's a nice loop that starts in the Apartment Resort trail access (south
Rockhurst Blvd). After a steep, shaded, beautiful climb, you're rewarded
with a terrific view of the Front Range and part of UCCS (in the valley).
A block from my house, views, wildlife (saw my first mountain lion a bit
too close on this trail once).
First, I love the trail it's on. It's shady, allows open space connection
from Apartment access (south Rockhurst Blvd) to Houck Park access.
Second, there are terrific rock formations here surrounded by Ponderosa
pines. However! There is a private property sign laid at the base of the
rocks. It's been there for quite a few months. Not sure if the trail is on
private property or not.

Note: Survey responses have not been edited for content or grammar.
1
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APPENDIX L

Preliminary Trail Concepts
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Rough trail for hikers.
This trail needs to be
smoothed out.

Only 3 access point for UCCS
seems unenforceable.

Trail 8’ wide. This is not a connection
to another park . Bushes have been
continually cut back so it’s probably
12’ wide now. This should be a trail
again not a road.

Provide high resolution overhead
picture with proposed trails online.

Our current systems are lacking dedicated
maintenance (on-going). Do you have
plans/resources to include funding and
labor to improve maintenance?

Trail Signage. No parking
signs on Spurwood.

Trail access off Spurwood.
When cars park on Spurwood
along the curve it is a safety
issue. Along the curve put no
parking signs.

Keep neighborhood trail.

Mile markers along the trail would be great.

Southeast corner of Austin Bluffs and
Union. Social trail developing where
people are cutting the corner.

July 15,2019
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PUBLIC INPUT MAP - 2ND PUBLIC MEETING
TRAIL CONCEPT

There should be at least one more access point to Austin
Bluffs Open Space between Campus Bluffs Ct. and
Rimwood Drive. There are social trails, but only private
land access. Need one more south side entrance.

New trailhead and parking
on southwest side of the
Open Space.

Crosswalk at Collegiate.

Bikers/Hikers look for trail that connect to others and to
trailheads. Thank you for not closing connecting trails.

More single track trails.

Keep single track mountain biking.

Keep the single track. World class bike riding.

Please build pump track and
dirt jumps for safer skills
development. Also dedicate
funds to maintain them.

Will there be trails for bikers?

Keep trails skinny to help keep speeds of users
slower and reduce collisions.

Trail head to Pulpit Rock is by our house. People are on
that trail every day, more on weekends and holidays.
They leave trash, throw beer cans, plastic drink cups
and straws, cigarettes butts, marijuana wrappers, and
alcohol bottles in to our bushes. The have broken our
path lights, stolen our mail. Some go on the path on
motorized bikes. They park in our cul-de-sac. Some
sit in their cars and leave the motor running for 2030 minutes. Some play loud music on their radios
while sitting in the front of our house. You can hear
the reverberations coming from the boom boom of
their radios. They allow their dogs to defecate on our
property. They stay on path or in the park past 10 pm.
Can we at least have a huge trash can and possibly
rope or chain off entrance at 10 pm in the summer and
9 pm in the winter. Please have someone from Parks
and Rec monitor the trail head at our cul-de-sac to
make it less trashy and unsafe? Their are nice, decent
fold who go down the path and create no problems.
Some folks build fires at the end of the trail just before
going to Pulpit Rock.

Project Study Area

UCCS Trails

Existing Urban Trails

Existing Sidewalks

Existing Park Trails

Existing Rogue Trails

Desired Connection

Proposed Trail Alignment

LEGEND

Prefer this trail to the one north.

This existing trail (red) does
not exist. No trailhead.

Lets show home owners how
proper development of this area
can help them not hurt them.

Parking along Spurwood is a
problem. Street is too narrow
to handle extra cars.

If building new trails, where applicable,
please do not do machine built! Machines
are fast, but aren’t they more expensive?

Lots of volunteer help is available for trail construction and maintenance.

Where is the entry for Austin Bluffs parcel.

Is funding considered for trail maps/signs to direct folks around the
system to help prevent new social trails from forming?

At this point none of the trails have
names. There are no maps either.
This needs to be the first priority
when the master plan is initiated.

Need to control access after park hours. I
see people on Pulpit Rock at all hours of the
night. Signs and police intervention.

Upper access to Austin Bluffs
parcel along Rockhurst Blvd.
City owns the parking lot.

Why are there no trials in th southwest
area of University Park?

Opposed to staircase up to Pulpit
rock, if it defaces the rock.

Small incline idea at Pulpit Rock
is genius. Four people agree.

If there is a stepper, also have
a down trail and up trail.

Who authorized a staircase up to
Pulpit Rock?? If it is just a proposal yet,
how can we citizens weigh in on this?

Please make sure there is
good trail access from the
south to Pulpit Rock.

Post better signs about
encountering rattlesnakes
in Pulpit Rock and what to
do if you see one or get bit.
Similar to what they have
in Monument/Palmer Lake
about mountain lions.

North approach to Pulpit Rock is over used!
Becoming dangerous. South approach is
getting bad also. Too many people will ruin
an iconic feature of Colorado Springs.

Where is the fenced in off leash dog park?

Have you worked with storm water. Need to
include drainage now. Need to restore land.

Access hours sunrise to sunset!

Public Input Map - Preliminary Trail Concepts

APPENDIX M

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Austin Bluffs Master and Management Plan Executive Summary
10/31/19

Austin Bluffs Open Space Background
Totaling approximately 600 acres, Austin Bluffs Open Space (ABOS) is the overarching name for an interconnected group
of parks and open spaces in the center of Colorado Springs. These parcels include Pulpit Rock Park, University Park Open
Space and Austin Bluffs Open Space. ABOS includes significant high‐value natural and cultural resources. ABOS is
currently used for passive recreation, including hiking, mountain biking and wildlife viewing. ABOS has very few
designated trails which has led to a proliferation of rogue trails throughout the properties. This condition requires direct
efforts to aide in the preservation, protection and maintenance of the natural and cultural resources. Austin Bluffs Open
Space Master and Management Plan (ABOS Plan) is being completed to balance the desired recreational uses of the
open space with the preservation of the natural resources.

Plan Givens
 The properties will be collectively named and managed as Austin Bluffs Open Space. The uniquely acquired
properties will be named and signed as Pulpit Rock Park at Austin Bluffs Open Space and University Park Open
Space at Austin Bluffs Open Space.
 The City’s Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Department is legally responsible for design, maintenance,
operations and management of Austin Bluffs Open Space. All elements of the Austin Bluffs Open Space Master
and Management Plan must conform to the Colorado Springs Parks Rules and Regulations Ordinances.
 University Park Open Space at Austin Bluffs Open Space is subject to the requirements and restrictions of the
Trails, Opens Space and Parks (TOPS) Ordinance.
 The planning process will respect the terms and conditions of the existing deed restriction on the University Park
Open Space at Austin Bluffs Open Space.
 The City Public Works Department and Colorado Springs Utilities will continue to be allowed access to the
property and utility easements in order to monitor and maintain their infrastructure.
 Implementation of the Austin Bluffs Open Space Master and Management Plan will occur as funding allows.
Funding opportunities may or may not align with implementation priorities.
 Groups and individuals interested in the property are encouraged to help develop the best possible Master and
Management Plan; all voices will be equal in the decision‐making process.
 Only non‐motorized recreational uses (i.e. hiking, biking, and equestrian) shall be allowed within the Austin
Bluffs Open Space.
 The recommended Austin Bluffs Open Space Master and Management Plan will be submitted to the Parks,
Recreation and Cultural Services Advisory Board for approval.
With the Plan Givens in mind, the City, SAC, public and Project Team developed a list of goals to act as key guiding
principles throughout the Master Planning Process.
Plan Goals
 Protect and preserve the natural and cultural significance of the Open Space
 Develop management practices to protect and preserve the Open Space
 Balance wildlife and cultural resources with appropriate management practices
 Using sustainable design and decision making principles, develop a trail system that supports current and future
recreation
 Plan for recreational users and uses that complement the natural environment
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A Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC) comprised of representatives from City Staff, the University of Colorado ‐
Colorado Springs (UCCS) Staff, Trails and Open Space Coalition (TOSC), Palmer Land Trust, Trails, Open Space and Parks
(TOPS) and City Park Rangers, adjacent homeowner’s associations, citizen representatives and advocacy groups helped
complete a list of Plan Givens, which are a set of requirements that must be adhered to throughout the Master Plan
process.
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Protect high quality habitat by providing buffers from trail uses and residential areas
Develop long term wildfire mitigation strategies
Explore partnership and connection opportunities with University of Colorado, Colorado Springs (UCCS) campus
Explore partnership and connection opportunities with surrounding neighborhoods

Master Planning Process
The ABOS Plan process started in December, 2018. Several City, SAC and public meetings were held leading up to the
release of the ABOS Executive Summary.
These meetings included:
 December 5, 2018 – Kick‐Off Meeting with the City
 December 20, 2018 – UCCS Stakeholder Meeting
 February 20, 2019 – 1st Stakeholder Advisory Meeting (SAC)
 April 2, 2019 – 1st Public Meeting and Release of Public Input Survey
 June 12, 2019 – Design Charrette with City and Stakeholders
 July 8, 2019 – 2nd SAC Meeting
 July 10, 2019 – 2nd Public Meeting presenting Draft Trail System
Existing Conditions Report

APPENDIX N

The Project Team spent multiple days in the field collecting data including aerial drone imagery and videos, site photos
and physically walking and investigating the site. This data was integrated with the GIS data provided by the City and
TOPS Park Rangers. The Project Team also reviewed information from previous planning documents to create an
existing conditions base map and report. Additional base map information was collected from a Public Input Survey
released at the first public meeting. The Project Team documented and analyzed all comments to help identify the
current and desired uses, existing and current trails, trail conditions, access points and signage.
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Site Inventory & Conditions
Key take‐a‐ways from the Project Team’s inventory and analysis of ABOS’s existing conditions include:
 Over 33 total miles of unsigned designated trails (6 miles) and rogue trails (over 27 miles) exist. Rogue
trails are unpermitted footpaths created by park users. The rogue trails cause issues with drainage,
habitat fragmentation and the degradation of the surrounding natural and cultural resources throughout
ABOS.
 Over 130 access points to ABOS were identified. The abundance of access points contributes to the
creation of rogue trails, illegal access and encroachment from private property.
 No consistent signage and wayfinding system exists. The existing signage is inconsistent and rules and
regulation are not enforced. Signs are poorly maintained or not visible with many signs being removed
or damaged. The failing wayfinding system creates confusion for park users, increasing the proliferation
of rogue trails and wandering.
 Overall, the quality and integrity of vegetation and wildlife habitat in ABOS is good. However, vegetation
and wildlife habitat is becoming fragmented and degraded by the creation and use of rogue trails.
Public Input Survey
The interactive community survey results had over 260 responses. Below are the major themes:
 Access: The majority of those surveyed live within a mile of and walk to the Open Space.
 Maintenance Needs: Typical reoccurring maintenance concerns for trails included ruts, washouts and eroded
soils.
 Protection: Wildlife concerns and degradation of trails and rock outcroppings comprised over half of the data
points collected.
 Trail Use: Hiking was the primary use of trails by survey participants with 68 out 85 participants indicating hiking
as their primary use.
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Trail/ Access Condition: When asked about the condition of the trails and access points participants use on a
scale of 1 to 5 (5 being the best condition), a majority rated the condition as 3 or higher.

Trail System Development
The Plan Givens, Plan Goals, Existing Conditions Report and public input helped shape the development of the trail
system.
Preservation and protection of the natural and cultural resources are key master plan goals. The public input survey also
identified the natural and cultural resources as major reasons users enjoy visiting ABOS. Trail location opportunities
were revealed by understanding existing trails and use patterns and identifying areas for protection and preservation. In
addition, the amount of designated and rogue trails was closely reviewed to determine what the size of an appropriate
trail network needed to be. Currently, there are 6 miles of designated trails including portions of Pulpit Rock Trail and
University Park Trail. Moreover, there are 814 rogue trails identified with total length totaling more than 27 miles.
Based on the site size, current and anticipated user numbers, the Design Team worked to reduce the amount of trail
length by 50%. This approach allowed the Project Team to explore trail alignments that are sustainable, environmentally
sensitive and experientially diverse.
The Project Team looked closely at the environmental and cultural considerations of the open space. Examples of areas
needing protection include north facing slopes that provide valuable plant and wildlife habitat and the meadow in
University Park that is a quality example of a meadow ecosystem. Environmental considerations encompass forestry
management including wildfire risk and mitigation; vegetation types including grasslands, shrublands, pine woodland,
riparian forests and rock outcrops; wildlife species that utilize the open space as urban habitat; habitat fragmentation due
to trail corridors; and cultural and archeological resources including hoo‐doo’s and early European settlement indicators.

To understand site use, the Project Team overlaid data points collected from the public input survey and field
reconnaissance observations with the City GIS data to see which trails and access points that had the most use and what
was already sustainable. High use trails were analyzed in the field to determine their potential to become sustainable,
designated trails. Additional data from the survey, SAC and public meeting input identified what type of users currently
use ABOS and the variety of activities that occur. Potential trail routes explored include a sustainable route to the top of
Pulpit Rock for hiking, short walking loops for residents near neighborhoods, a rim trail in University Park and technical
trail features for mountain bikers.
The Project Team also considered how different types of trail users would use the site to ensure the trail system
accommodated everyone. Users groups that were identified throughout the process included:








Dog Walkers (10‐15, 30 and 60 minute loops)
Hikers
Mountain Bikers
Students recreating
Commuters
Neighbors recreating
Destination recreation users








Runners
Walkers
Hikers to Pulpit Rock
Long distance recreation users (passing through
on the regional trail)
Bird Watchers
Tourists

By accounting for all of the different user groups the recommended trail system aims to reduce the use of existing rogue
trails and deter the creation of new rogue trails within the open space. Experience has shown that when users have a
well‐designed, sustainable trail that meets individual’s needs, the users don’t look to create alternate experiences (i.e.,
rogue trails).
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The Plan Givens and Existing Conditions Report outlines important restrictions including the designation of open space
land, conservation easements and property acquired through TOPS. The parcels are designated as open space, which
emphasizes a balance on use and protection and limits park infrastructure (including parking, environmental education, picnic
areas, etc.) to 10% of the site area.
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The Project Team presented a draft of the trail system concept to stakeholders and the public to collect feedback. This
feedback was documented and analyzed in the field to refine proposed trails, connections, and access points and
provide specific experiences that were expressed such as walking loops and biking trails. Additional field work was
conducted to confirm access points and evaluate opportunities and issues identified by the public.
ABOS Trail System Recommendations
The key concept in the ABOS Plan is to create a trail system that that is sustainable and manageable for current and
future users. The Design Team worked through many design concepts to create definition to the trail system
recommendations. Design concepts included different users and user needs, ascending and descending from Pulpit
Rock, sustainable trail locations over steep and varying terrain, dog walking loops with ability to choose loop based on
time available and technically challenging routes for mountain bikers.
Trails





Connect the Pulpit Rock Regional Trail and University Park Regional Trail through ABOS (north/south and
east/west connection)
Create a sustainable perimeter/“Rim” on contour trail, approximately 17 to 20 miles long using existing trails in
University Park when feasible or appropriate.
Create connector trails, 2‐5 miles in length that provide differing user experiences.
Create small walking loops for shorter visits and neighbors.
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Access
 Improve the existing trailhead at the north end of Pulpit Rock Park at Austin Bluffs Open Space
 Develop an additional trailhead on the south end of Pulpit Rock Park at Austin Bluffs Open Space that provides
direct access to Pulpit Rock.
 Provide designated recreational access to Austin Bluffs Open Space from the surrounding neighborhoods
 Continue conversations with UCCS to provide appropriate access between the Open Space and
Campus
 Consolidate, sign and locate access points in areas that make sense for easy and safe public access.
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Signage
 Update and post ABOS rules and regulation signage at all access points
 Implement the Open Space Wayfinding Plan to incorporates ABOS Maps, trail names and identifiers, trail length
markers and trail right‐of‐way signage
 Develop education and interpretive signs that will cultivate the public’s appreciation for the unique resources
within ABOS
Pulpit Rock
 Build a challenge staircase to the top of Pulpit Rock
 Designate a sustainable overlook area the top of Pulpit Rock
 Provide opportunities for Mountain Bikers including a downhill trail with technical armoring with blue and black
diamond ratings.
 Reduce user conflicts on and around Pulpit Rock
The attached ABOS Trail System Recommendation Map was developed and refined based on input, review and feedback
from the City, SAC and the public. Each trail alignment was mapped and confirmed in the field to ensure the proposed
trails are sustainable or can be sustainably built to meet current and future needs. Several trail alignments have been
specifically delineated to depict a specific route such as Proposed Regional Trail or RIM Trail or to depict alignments that
will need specific design and/or construction considerations in the future such as the Challenge Staircase or Bike
Optimized routes.
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Currently, key maintenance and management issues include:
 Pulpit Rock – ascending and descending access to Pulpit Rock needs to be controlled and maintained.
 Trail Closures – Provide well‐constructed, designed and sustainable trails that meet users need to provide
better success for trail closures. Aggressively close and reclaim primary rogue trails that are not intended
to be part of the trail system and monitor closures for effectiveness and violations.
 Mountain Bike Routes – construction and maintenance of technically challenging trails will limit illegal trail
building and rogue trail creation
 Dog Loops – design and sustainability for dog loops providing several options for walking length including 10‐
20 minutes, 30 minutes and 60 minutes and longer reduces the need for creation of rogue trails as
designated trails provide options.
 Access points – provide legitimate access points for users that include desired amenities such as parking and
signage. Provide legitimate access points for neighbors that include signage.
 Trailheads – provide for additional trailhead parking through expansion and efficiency with developed parking lots.
Include amenities such as trash receptacles, restrooms, benches, kiosks and picnic structures as appropriate.
 Rim Trail – Provide a designed, sustainable continuous loop trail that provides regional access to the open
space, and caters to users of different skill and experience levels. Rim trail should be located in a manor to
protect private property and encourage use of designated access points.
 Forestry – Provide analysis and recommendations for fire hazards and mitigation strategies
 Vegetation Management ‐ provide noxious weed management priorities and integrated weed
management strategies
 Wildlife Habitat and protection – minimize new impacts to remaining large habitat blocks and re‐create
additional habitat blocks with a net reduction in rogue trails and human disturbances.
 Education ‐ Educate visitors on the reasons for closures and their importance to protect the open space.
 Enforcement ‐ Develop ranger presence by expanding staffing to develop a regular ranger or City
presence in the open space and enforce violations.
 Archaeological Resource Protection – preserve sites that are threatened by recreation activity and avoid
significant sites during any future ground‐disturbing construction activities by minimizing direct
identification and interpretation of sites, monitor all known sites. Encourage ongoing research by
qualified personnel to further identify and better understand resources and their management and
protection needs.
 Project Planning and Implementation – monitor construction in areas known or suspected of containing
cultural materials including meadows and areas with high soil deposition to ensure that projects do not
inadvertently damage or destroy previously unidentified features or subsurface cultural material.
 Interpretive Themes – convey the rich cultural history of the site without endangering individual sites
through the use of interpretive displays.
 Encroachment – Enforce the current City policy in the open space. Evaluate if additional policy language
is needed specific to the open space.
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ABOS Management Plan
The intent of the Management Plan is to protect and manage current and increased future use. Proper management is
critical to the long term protection and success of the open space. The existing conditions show that some sections the
existing trails are not sustainable or maintainable as evidenced by ruts, widening, etc. It is expected that use of the
open space will increase with time as the Colorado Springs metro area expands and as the University of Colorado,
Colorado Springs campus completes its campus buildout. There is a huge opportunity with this Master and Management
Plan to put construction and management strategies in place that will better meet user desires while also creating a low
maintenance, sustainable trail system.
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PUBLIC MEETING #3 INPUT
What do you like about the plan?
*Comments received have not been edited*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

APPENDIX O

18.
19.
20.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Good bike infrastructure
Concentrating parking from the west. Trying to get rid of the social switch backing trails
Aggressively closing down social trails and increasing wildlife habitat
Minimizing social trails and invasive weeds
Good
Improved trails, decreased erosion
Challenge staircase, fewer trails
Good to reduce trails and have well maintained trails for hiking and biking
Like the plan to reduce rogue trails and how affect wildlife. Like the increased maintenance of
trails and connecting trails. Like the challenge staircase concept
Rim trail for hiking. Overall quantity, distance of trail system. Limited downhill only segments for
bikes
There will be dedicated trails. The focus on preservation, nature and culture significance
How well the trails and integrated for all users
Mini incline to Pulpit Rock. Hiking trails. I love that erosion and trails will be maintained
Eliminate social trails. Create good defined trails. Protect wildlife habitat. Control noxious weeds
Needed improvement. Thx.
The open data to the public – good information
Keeping some of the rowdy trails, such as the Rimwood trail heading to Austin Bluffs. The
southwestern center/side looks good
Improving grounds for habitat. Improving and making safer trails
That you’re even doing it
Really like Rim Trail. Have done many parts of this. Overall the plan looks great. Losing some of
the rouge trails is worth it to get sustainable trails. Erosion is a big current problem
Closing some social trails is good
I like that there will be connecting routes to get from one area to another
Better definition of trails, so one does not get lost. Trying to find your way back out can be
challenging. Also, legal parking areas would be good – hopefully not too obtrusive though
The Rim trail. Controlled trail up Pulpit Rock. Special trail for mountain bikers. Need to keep
ebikes and horses separate from people hiking
Thank you for all of your time, attention and effort
Creation of parking on west side. Where the properties are commercial and there is more traffic
Balance conservation and recreation. Staircase – very cool!
Good consideration for responsible bike access. Info boards for trails users/singage/maps.
Noxious weed control. Rim trail bike access (multipurpose trail)
Open to mountain bikers
Ranger enforcement
Elimination of “rogue” paths.
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1. The staircase should be depicted as a contour/topo responsive alignment. Not a straight up
incision on the Pulpit Rock.
2. Need more access from southeast side
3. I do mountain bike but concerns about too many mountain bike/hiker interactions. Its really a
small space in the great scheme of things. Recommend trying to direct main bulk of MTB traffic
elsewhere
4. Parking location/vandalism to neighborhoods/increased volume
5. The access up to Spurwood Drive in Valley at Erindale
6. E‐bikes
7. Some crucial connecting trails are not being considered for use
8. The ebikes concept – against allowing them. Concerned about safety – conflicts and collisions
with hikers. Concerned about effect of ebikes on the trails and destruction. Concerned about
affecting solitude of the area
9. Staircase return (downhill) route, implement a staircase with a defined up and down‐side. Lack of
access through UCCS property; UCCS should be considered a partner not a neighbor
10. Detailed maps, but please take seriously our comments, no staircase development, signage only
at trailhead, keep it natural, over development of trails such as Cottonwood Park and others have
become [no additional text]
11. The challenge staircase is a bad idea. This will draw excessive crowds who don’t want to pay for
parking to the Manitou Incline. Cost, environmental impact and parking will be impacted.
12. That the area will become too attractive and result in overuse
13. The proposed bike trails are extremely close to backyards and we’ve encountered several
homeless people, trash and alcohol bottles on our property behind Dennison Court
14. I’m concerned about the challenge stairs – too contrived. Not natural. We want to keep the OS as
natural as possible
15. No fire mitigation for 5 or more years. We can do it sooner
16. No budget. Do not mix bikers and hiking trails it is not safe. “Remove” erosion gullies and ditches
17. You’re taking away the fun which will encourage rogue trails, make sure you leave some
challenging trails
18. The Rim trail along Rockhurst and Pine Mesa Grove trail too close to preservation boundary –
move it further into the canyon
19. We have no maintenance now. The attraction to the park will create more people and more
people provide more loose trash and thrown into and on private properties = beer cans, wine
bottles, marijuana, condoms, drink cups, cigarette butts. If we can’t have ranger enforcement
and maintenance we don’t need to create a draw that will bring more cares into the culdesac on
Butler Ct.
20. No to ebikes – keep the area more natural. Bikes cause much more trail rutting. Trail only 2’ wide
– the bikes will be running over the pedestrians
21. What about access to Eagle Rock?
22. Please put the trail difficulty map online
23. Ebikes!! Please fix the retention pond – water habitat has all left!!
24. Haven’t yet heard or seen any concerns expressed on the pond west of the entrance form
Montebello into the park – has deteriorated tremendously
25. I would like to see a good clear map of where the trails are located
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What Concerns Do You Have About the Plan?
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Other Information You Would Like to Share
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*Comments received have not been edited*
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1. Need signage for better trail etiquette at trailheads. Eg. Giving way. Avoiding mountain biking
when trails muddy and wet etc. Need litter bins.
2. Recently relocated from Durango. Impressed by trails system. Obviously much greater user
utilization concerned about parking issues from University Park. Also concerned about fire issues,
given the proximity to large amounts of urban housing. Super impressed by lovely trail from top
of Rockhurst really great trail building. Don’t want to see lots of signage inside the space. Lets
keep it a bit wild. It’s really not a big space
3. In the Spurwood Drive access city owned on Valley at Erindale HOA owned?
4. The C.S. utilities pond near Rockhurst is an eyesore and should be dredged and improved. They
should be fined on publicly humiliated if they refuse to participate
5. The addition of a disc golf course is a great way to add an additional use. This is a great activity
that keeps the terrain natural and intact.
6. Staircase should be hidden from view, such as staircase should not be visible from I‐25. Why not
publish minutes from stakeholder meeting?
7. I should like to have an area that is wheelchair accessible
8. University Park residents are concerned out traffic and people parking on their property. We
always worry about fire danger. Thank you for all the work you have done to make this happen.
Thank you for including the neighbors and valuing their thoughts and opinions.
9. I agree with the comment about ebikes being dangerous at speed. I hike all the time and
regularly meet cyclists going too fast on the trails
10. Can’t provide much information due no trail names southeast ridge line trail needs to stay black
or double black
11. Retaining pond needs to be dredged – the pond is dying – no one is maintaining – who is going to
clean up the house poop – if dog owners need to pick up, horse owners need to pickup or wear
diapers as horse do in the city
12. Get Boy Scouts to make trail signs
13. Please post the trail difficultly map online
14. Make sure if bike only trails, hike only trails too signage should be in 1st phase
15. This is a great area for recreation. It provides a safe and beautiful commute from northeast of
town to west side. Would be wonderful to link Ute Valley, Pulpit, University Park and Palmer Park
16. Please keep (make) SE ridge line black for bikes
17. Trail that ends in a cliff will contribute to erosion and injuries
18. Make staircase on the north side of Pulpit Rock.
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Should Austin Bluffs Allow the Use of eBikes?
*Comments received were not edited*

Yes Votes – 10
No Votes – 29

1. Embrace them or get run over. Better to find ways to work then into the plan
2. Again – not that big a space. Blind corners and high hike/bike use = more risk for injuries. Bikes
do not yield to hikers generally. I hike to ride my bike, but don’t think this area can support a lot
of high bike traffic
3. Designated trails only. I do think this would be an odd place to encourage ebikes. Its not really
that steep to necessitate the use of them. Again its not that big a space!!!
4. Ebikes increase the speed of the interaction with hikers and subsequent collisions will be much
more serious in injuries
5. A motorized vehicle is a motorized vehicle. Motorized vehicles are not allowed in the parks.
6. Same thing as a regular bike
7. Too dangerous to have hikers – especially small children on the same 2 foot trails as bikes going
20mph!
8. This will adversely affect the space, trails and increase conflicts within the open space
9. Appearance is that UCCS is not working with City for a unified plan – what can we do to engage
UCCS to protect the land
10. This unique park and open space still has wild animals who use sense of smell, hearing and
movement and we humans what to retain that
11. I ride an ebike myself but don’t think that ABOS is a great place for any type of bike because of
the narrow trails
12. Can’t enforce ebike speeds – they will become faster in the future
13. I’m a bit conflicted on this. Would like to see it tried only if there is a way to maintain that its only
class 1
14. Yes – unless you have a way to monitor all bikes that enter the trail system and a consequence
15. Much more danger to trails
16. 24” trail for hikers and bikers is not safe. Look at your bike lanes and sidewalks
17. You do not enforce ebikes already. How would you do it?
18. Please consider our private residents in and near the trail head. We get the abuse of those who
don’t care!
19. They go too fast. Pilot study needs to be done in a large open space/park – ABOS is small and
fragile. Preserve the habitat!!
20. No extra noise? Let them use them downtown
21. Or consider limiting to easier wider trails. Perhaps on the regional trails
22. Too fast. Hikers are greatest number of users, ebikes will cause accidents
23. Type 1 only and electric only – no gas power
24. My experience is long and extensive. Decades of riding 5000+ miles per year. Ebikes are a danger
as they go fast. Very fast. And are “usually” piloted by inexperienced riders!
25. Thanks for involving the adjacent neighborhoods in this planning process
26. As pilot project and then reassess
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Thankso
you
for follow
reaching
out. David.
I have sent this information along to the Parks Department. I will also take it
on the website,
I will
up with
with me to our internal design meeting in the next couple weeks so that we can discuss it there as well.
If I am
following
I believe
this is
an area
going to look
at specifically
becauseCould you
You suggest
labeling
eachyou
list correctly,
of documents
with that
the date
- are
thosewe
theare
documents
available
on the website?
the hillside is very prone to erosion.
be more specific?
THK Associates Mail - FW: feedback to ABOS plan
PUBLIC
AND STAKEHOLDER
COMMENTS
Julie

11/18/2019
Thanks!

Thanks again, please let me know if you have any additional questions or comments.

COMMENT
1
On Fri, Nov 15, 2019 at 10:14 PM Carol Beckman <quibus42@gmail.com> wrote:

Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>
Thanks!
I heard that at the public meeting it was said that the plan is to allow electric bikes in Austin Bluffs open space.
I cannotJulie
find any mention of electric bikes in the Draft Executive Master and Management Plan Executive Summary on
the project web page.
it would be to
useful
to also plan
label each Public Meeting list of documents with the date of the meeting, rather than just
FW:Also,
feedback
ABOS
Public Meeting 1 and 2.
1 message
Onthe
Wed,
28, 2019
Walton < waltojk@comcast.net> wrote:
Info from
3rd Aug
meeting
does at
not10:25
seemPM
to Judith
be there.
Thanks.
Deitemeyer, David <David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>
Fri, Nov 15, 2019 at 2:23 PM
Julie,
COMMENT
2
To:
"Julie G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)"
<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
On Thu, Nov 7, 2019 at 5:23 PM Carol Beckman <quibus42@gmail.com> wrote:
Mymake
namethe
is Judy
Walton
I am
thesick
HOA
President for University Park. I
Looks like I won't be able to
meeting,
as Iand
have
been
today.
have a question for you and please refer my question to the appropriate person if you are
For the project ﬁle
unable to answer. Part of the Austin Bluffs Open Space (between Park College Drive and
Sorry,
the Resort at University Park) actually dips down into our park which we call Hidden
Carol Beckman
Canyon Park. If you walk in the park, there is actually a sign which reads "Open Space" on
the left side of the sidewalk. When it rains, mud and sand wash down from the hillside and
cover the sidewalk which runs through the park. This has been happening for quite some
-From: Susan Larsen
time, [mailto:larsen.susan@gmail.com]
but now that your group is addressing issues concerning the Austin Bluffs Open
Sent:Gamec,
Monday,
November
11,wondering
2019 2:12
Space,
I was
if PM
some AIA
kind of barrier could be put in to keep the dirt and sand
Julie
RLA,
LEED
AP
BD+C,
Associate
To: Deitemeyer,from
David
running down the hill and in to the park? I am questioned about this frequently from
ourArchitect
homeowners
Subject:
feedback
to
ABOS plan who walk in the park. We have tried to contact the city before about this
Senior
Landscape
issue with no results. I know your group is working on the trails within the Open Space and
Phone: 303-770-7201
this area may be part of one of the trails. We would appreciate any help you could give our
HOA concerning this issue.
CAUTION!
- External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown email attachments and links.
jgamec@thkassoc.com
DO NOT open attachments or click links from
unknown senders
or unexpected
email!
Sincerely,
Judy Walton,
University Park
HOA
COMMENT 3
Thank you for the presentation at the third public meeting. I have been to all of these and I do like the boards that are
prepared so we can walk around and talk about after the presentations. In looking over the latest handout, 10.31.19, I
have some comments or questions and will try to be brief:
-Juliestates
Gamec,
LEED AP BD+C,
Associate
AIA be allowed in ABOS. Did the discussion on e-bikes come
- Plan Given:
onlyRLA,
non-motorized
recreational
uses shall
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar1851946796201960158%7Cmsg-a%3Ar725903177832…
up from many requests in our past meetings? I do not remember that. I was late to this last meeting, so perhaps it came
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1643173857473368274%7Cmsg-f%3A16439650284672…
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APPENDIX P

up just at this meeting from an attendee?
- Plan Goals: "recreational users and uses that complement the natural environment" - Races are not really
complementing the natural environment, animals, nesting birds, beetles, etc. The purpose of a race is competition and
often rips up the environment. If there any proposed races in the distant future this goal should be thoughtfully
considered.
- Plan Goals: "providing buffers from trail uses ...." - what type of buffers are we talking about? It should be natural, like
stones,birms, and natural cactus/plants.
- ABOS Trail System Recommendations: Trail RIM - this should not be any wider than regular trails, we users know to
move over when passing each other; we do not need 6 foot width "trails".
- "Consolidate, sign and locate access points in areas that make sense for easy and safe public access", "Update and
post ABOS rules signage at all access points" and "education/interpretive signs' . These should be at the trail heads only,
since these are the access points for entry to ABOS. We certainly do not want to see signage at each trail in the ABOS.
- Pulpit Rock: How many inputs from our meetings asked for a challenge staircase to be 'built' to the top? I did not see
that in our comments on your boards. Nothing should be "built", but use natural rocks already in place. No signs, railings,
blocks, etc.
- Pulpit Rock: "sustainable overlook area at the top" - request you do not put in railings, benches, signs or interpretation keep it natural.
- Pulpit Rock: "downhill trail with technical armoring and ratings" - this could be put nearer the University which has a
larger area, otherwise you will negate the last of the ABOS's recommendations which is to "reduce user conflicts on and
around Pulpit Rock".
- Management Plan: ranger presence - this should not be referring to any structure or pad; a ranger can drive to a parking
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space like
we all
do. WeAND
do not
want the cost
to -the
city to increase because new rangers now are suggested.
AUSTIN
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since these are the access points for entry to ABOS. We certainly do not want to see signage at each trail in the ABOS.
Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>
- Pulpit Rock: How many inputs from our meetings asked for a challenge staircase to be 'built' to the top? I did not see
that in our comments on your boards. Nothing should be "built", but use natural rocks already in place. No signs, railings,
blocks, etc.

FW: geospatial PDFs

1 message
- Pulpit Rock: "sustainable overlook area at the top" - request you do not put in railings, benches, signs or interpretation keep
it natural. 3 CONT.
COMMENT
Deitemeyer,
David <David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>
Fri, Nov 15, 2019 at 2:26 PM
To:- Pulpit
"Julie G.
(jgamec@thkassoc.com)"
<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
Rock:
"downhill trail with technical
armoring and ratings" - this could be put nearer the University which has a
larger area, otherwise you will negate the last of the ABOS's recommendations which is to "reduce user conflicts on and
around Pulpit Rock".

Some addi onal comments

- Management Plan: ranger presence - this should not be referring to any structure or pad; a ranger can drive to a parking
the city
to increase
because
new
rangers
like we all do. We do not want the cost to THK
Associates
Mail - FW:
feedback
to ABOS
plan now are suggested.

space
11/18/2019

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1650304505107935246%7Cmsg-f%3A16503045051079…
- Management Plan: Interpretive themes and displays? Rather than corrupting our natural area, this could instead be
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done in the Univ. Center, which we know the public is allowed to enter. This way it could be a project of the UC
From:
Tom Saponas
Environmental
Studies[mailto:tom@saponas.com]
students and updated by them.
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2019 8:56 PM
To: Deitemeyer, David
Subject: geospatial PDFs
11/6/2019
THK Associates Mail - FW: AUSTIN Bluffs Open Space
On the handout I think we still need to address the parking situation north and south of the BMW dealer area on the west
side - several of us mentioned at meeting #2 it could be a shuttle drop off, rather than expanded parking. After all this is a
natural open space, not at all like the Garden of the Gods or a sports park.
Julie
G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>
CAUTION! - External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown
email
attachments and links.
DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email!
11/6/2019

THK Associates Mail - RE: another comment

Thank you for agreeing to add these inputs while still adjusting the plans for our ABOS.
Dave,

FW: AUSTIN Bluffs Open Space
Susan
Larsen (adjoining
resident and user)
1 message
COMMENT
4

Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>

After thinking
about
the trail system and the need to encourage people to use designated trails, Tue,
I believe
is aattool
Deitemeyer,
David
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>
Nov there
5, 2019
1:10 PM
to (jgamec@thkassoc.com)"
help people honor this. It also
would have been useful leading up to the public meetings on AOS.
To:missing
"Julie G.
<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
Cc: "SYDNEY
SHELL
(sshell@thkassoc.com)" <sshell@thkassoc.com>
RE:
another
comment

to discuss the benefits to them. The Forest Service and BLM has started issuing their Motor Vehicle Use Maps in this
CAUTION!
- External
Malware is most
commonly
spread
through
unknown
email
attachments
andwebsite
links. DO
NOT
format to regulate
the Email.
Motorcycle/ATV/4wd
use.
They could
be an
alternative
to the
pretty
maps current
which
open
attachments
or click
links from unknown senders or unexpected email!
are
not
always
useful
for
navigation.
From: Tom Saponas [mailto:tom@saponas.com]
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2019 3:13 PM
COMMENT
5
To:
Deitemeyer,
Hi Mr.
Deitemeyer,David
Subject:
another
comment
This Saponas
is April
and Hank
Skalski at 1490 ROCKHURST Blvd. in University Park. Not sure if you remember us, you came to
Tom
our home right before the first meeting. We had discussed why we hoped a trailhead wouldn't be put next to our house.
The open space is so close to our house.
There is such a small sliver of city property behind our houses.
CAUTION! - External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown email attachments and links.
The wildlife is abundant, especially the bears as their dens are behind us.
DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email!
It is a fire lane across the street from our house so all parking would be on our side which means cars blocking our
mailbox. When that happens USPS won’t deliver our mail.
David,
We’re not sure by looking at the maps if the final decisions are made but didn’t see any of our concerns listed as we saw
others.
We are hoping our concerns matter in the decision process.
April and Hank Skalski

COMMENT 6

APPENDIX P

1 message
FYI...
I assume the city has gone fully digital on all of the mapping of parks and trails as most federal agencies have. Many of
Deitemeyer,
David
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>
Nov 5, 2019
at 1:52
those
toolsbe
can
a PDFwith
file all
which
is geolocated.
These
files canemail?
be read by free Apps forTue,
cell phones.
Utilizing
thePM
there
an output
appendices
of<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
the
public comments
including
To:Will
"Julie
G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)"
GPS
contained
in most cell phones you
can know exactly where you are in any park, and be able to navigate the
Cc:
"SYDNEY SHELL
(sshell@thkassoc.com)"
designated
These
would be very useful<sshell@thkassoc.com>
for parks of the size of Red Rocks, Garden of the Gods, Palmer Park and
-----Original trails.
Message----the new
AOS.
From:
April
Sealskin [mailto:aprilbalto@aol.com]
Sent:
FYI Sunday, November 03, 2019 9:31 PM
To: Deitemeyer, David
Subject:
AUSTIN
BluffstoOpen
Space
It also would
be easier
explore
proposed trail sites. I am not sure who generates maps for the city, but I would be glad

I think it is great. There are enough trails that alleviate the need for social trails. I particularly like the proposed Rim Trail.
Sent
my iPad
Therefrom
are social
trails that approximate this and I find it one of the best places to enjoy the beauty of the area looking
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1650304684924490483%7Cmsg-f%3A16503046849244…
1/1
down on the valley from the edge of the rock formations.

I also support the trail that essentially borders my property. It has enough offset and seems to be at a constant elevation
so it would be maintainable. It also affords many great views and the additional access off of Rockhurst would make it
available to many.
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I think it is great. There are enough trails that alleviate the need for social trails. I particularly like the proposed Rim Trail.
There are social trails that approximate this and I find it one of the best places to enjoy the beauty of the area looking
down on the valley from the edge of the rock formations.

COMMENT 6 CONT.
10/18/2019
I also

THKmy
Associates
MailIt- has
MWTA
comments
on ABOS
master plan
enough
offset
and seems
to be at a constant elevation
support the trail that essentially borders
property.
so it would be maintainable. It also affords many great views and the additional access off of Rockhurst would make it
available to many.
Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>

I realize the staircase will be controversial, but without access to the actual Pulpit Rock there will be numerous social
trails. Good
luck on that on
one! ABOS
I have to master
say that I did
not like all of the restrictions put on Garden of the Gods many years
MWTA
comments
plan
ago, but I believe the way the vegetation has returned it looks better than I can remember it and I have lived in CS for
1 message
over 60 years
Cory
Thu, Sep 26, 2019 at 10:14 AM
. Sutela <cory@medwheel.org>
To: "Julie G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)" <jgamec@thkassoc.com>, "Deitemeyer, David"
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>,
Tony
Boone
I have been involved with UCCS for 50 years
and
have<dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>
good relations with the leadership. If there is a way that I could
Cc:
advocacy@medwheel.org
help
with working a joint plan, I would be glad to be involved.

COMMENT
7
Dear Julie, David
and Tony,
Thank
you
again
for
the chance to provide input on the Austin Bluffs master plan.
Tom Saponas
With a better understanding of the process that is underway, and with further input following outreach to our
members, Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates would like to share the following suggestions and the draft plan
is developed

APPENDIX P

1. We support the general concept that a range of trail difficulties are appropriate in this space, and that
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1649396572765623116%7Cmsg-f%3A16493965727656…
the trails lower down on the flatter parts of the property should be designated as ‘green’ or easier
trails, with more challenging trails on the higher, steeper sections. We note that there are relatively
few black/difficult riding opportunities overall in the Parks system (and that desire for these from riders
is significant), and that much of the terrain is capable of supporting steep yet sustainable trails.
Therefore we request that the existing character of the higher trails be retained as black/difficult for
cyclists. This should be possible with relatively little investment of resources, since these trails are for
the most part stable and sustainable. We note that these trails also provide interesting rec
opportunities for hikers as well.
2. We support a concept of multiple trail options on the ‘bathtub ring’ in this upper region, possibly with
some ‘blue’ and some ‘black’ variations. Providing options in terms of loops, as well as difficulty, will
be an effective management tool in that they will discourage the rogue construction of additional trails.
3. We support the creation of armored DH trails off the mesas, where these can be constructed
sustainably in rocky terrain. We are interested in partnering with Parks as a resource to provide these
riding opportunities, as we have in previous projects with DH components
4. We believe that there are suitable opportunities for bikepark-style amenities, that would support the
desires of our community laid out in the 2014 system master plan. We support a thorough analysis of
EVERY park to identify these opportunities, so they can exist throughout the region such that riders
from every part of the city have reasonable access to them. The ABOS system provides several
suitable locations for this type of facility. MWTA would welcome additional detailed discussions with
your team about this.
On behalf of the board of MWTA I want to sincerely thank you for your hard work and leadership to create
the vision for the ABOS property. We look forward to ongoing conversations about it, including identification
of ways that MWTA can support the process.
Best wishes,
Cory
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Reference from the 2014 Park System Master Plan
Page 139, Recommendations, “Accommodate non-traditional/emerging trends that showcase the special
AUSTIN BLUFFS MASTER AND MANAGEMENT PLAN - APPENDIX
characteristics of the Colorado Springs region. These opportunities provide highly desired community
recreation facilities as well as encourage tourism and economic development: - Address the demand for
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Robert Lomenick <rlomenick1@gmail.com>
Thu, Oct 3, 2019 at 11:08 AM
To: T Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>
Cc: Cory Sutela <cory@medwheel.org>, "Julie G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)" <jgamec@thkassoc.com>, "Deitemeyer, David"
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>, advocacy@medwheel.org
Hi all,
COMMENT 8
Cory asked me to give my perspective on the ABOS Master plan.
A little background - I live directly on the ABOS for the last 6 years. I have biked and hiked all over
10/18/2019
THK Associates
Mailago
- Re:and
MWTA
ABOS
master planchairman.
6 months
amcomments
now theon
Trail
Committee
the open space during that time. I joined MWTA
In my 6 months
with
MWTA,
I
have
listened
to
many
voices
and
tried
to
get
a
feel
for
Lastly, the 2014 Parks System Master Plan identifies the need to ‘accommodate nonthe philosophies
and interests trends
of the organization.
traditional/emerging
that showcase the special characteristics of the Colorado Springs
One of those areas is promoting bike parks throughout the region.
region….. (including) mountain/extreme sports facilities by establishing designated areas on properties
I personally believe that bike parks are a healthy activity for our local
where the
environment wherever
will not bewe
negatively
impacted and where new uses are compatible with
kids and should
be implemented
can find room.
existing
park and open
space uses……
mountain
bike park(s)’. (page 139)
I recommended
that MWTA
advocate (including)
for a small area
in ABOS.
To that end,
Having used the park extensively, I tried to think about areas that might be feasible,
without disrupting
the wilderness
feeland
of the
open space.
two that
Corybicycle
mentioned
MWTA notes
the success
popularity
of theThe
El Pomar
youth
skills park on Fountain blvd and
were what I came up with. These areas are not in the mainstream use areas of the open space,
we therefore advocate for consideration of some skill development amenities that fit with the character
based on my observations. That said, I am not an expert in trail layout and need the experts
of ABOS.
Skill- building features could be added with short loops and progressively challenging
to make final
recommendations.
features
(making
use of plan
the existing
several
locations.
I also note
that creating
a master
does nottopography)
define that aintrail
or bike
park will ever be built
or be built2in
a given timeframe.
I do know that
if aABOS
featureplan
is not
the plan, itfrom the Heller center,
locations
that shouldBut,
be considered
in the
areadded
a) justtoeast/uphill
to
ever
get
it
added.
is very difficult
near the UCCS/University Park boundary, and b) the area near the northern trailhead of Pulpit rock.
Thanks for
the opportunity
to throw
my 2 reasonable
cents in.
These
locations would
provide
access to such features, with relatively little incremental
With Kindest
Regards,
impact
to
the
other
users
of
the
park.
10/18/2019
THK Associates Mail - Re: MWTA comments on ABOS master plan
COMMENT
9
Robert
Lomenick
MWTA Trail
Committee
Chairman
Lastly,
the 2014
Parks System Master Plan identifies the need to ‘accommodate nontraditional/emerging
trends
that
showcase
theMWTA
specialnew
characteristics
of theChair
Colorado
Springs
The latest embodiment
of the
concept
is what
Trails Committee
Robert
Lomenick (who
also lives adjacent
to ABOS)
calls it our Rib
Cage,facilities
eg frombyPhil's
World. He
referencesareas
someon
ofproperties
the
region…..
(including)
mountain/extreme
sports
establishing
designated
gullies
above
the
Heller
center
that
already
have
some
(improperly
built)
whoop/double
jump
type
where
the
environment
will
not
be
negatively
impacted
and
where
new
uses
are
compatible
with
On Fri, Sep 27, 2019 at 3:04 PM T Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com> wrote:
features.park
Could
weopen
armor
someuses……
of them and
create amountain
fun, almost
through
existing
and
space
(including)
bikeslopestyle
park(s)’. trail
(page
139) this area, in a
place
that
doesn't
disturb
neighbors
or
conservation
values?
Robert
and
I
would
love
to meet
My gut feeling is a bike park would not fly far with the city and they would likely say it doesn’t seem
to you
fit in there
well there.
sometime
to
discuss
in
more
detail.
Other’sMWTA
thoughts?
notes the success and popularity of the El Pomar youth bicycle skills park on Fountain blvd and

Number 4. The concept of Bike park style trails and amenities are new to me. Have I been sleeping in
Hi meetings
Tony, thanks
forPlease
this feedback,
Great to hear we're on the same page with those comments, thank
again.
elaborate
The
latest embodiment
of the
concept is what MWTA new Trails Committee Chair Robert Lomenick (who
you.
also lives adjacent to ABOS) calls it our Rib Cage, eg from Phil's World. He references some of the
Thanks
MWA
gullies
above the
Heller center that already have some (improperly built) whoop/double jump type
Comment #4 is almost boilerplate for us in every master plan - it's in the 2014 system plan and we
features.
Tony Could we armor some of them and create a fun, almost slopestyle trail through this area, in a
believe that during every park master plan we should look for opportunities to incorporate unique riding
place that doesn't disturb neighbors or conservation values? Robert and I would love to meet you there
experiences in addition to traditional trail networks. The master plan is the time to envision this, and
Sent from
iPhone
sometime
to my
discuss
in more detail.
during master plan implementation would be a leveraged opportunity since we'll have equipment in the
park
Onanyway.
Sep
2019,
10:14
AM, Cory Sutela
wrote:to more cooperation with you
Thank
you 26,
again
for at
your
consideration
of our <cory@medwheel.org>
comments. We look forward
and your team.
Here's what we said about this in our comments we submitted Jul 15,
Cory
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we therefore advocate for consideration of some skill development amenities that fit with the character
ThanksThank you again for your consideration of our comments. We look forward to more cooperation with you
of
Skill- building features could be added with short loops and progressively challenging
Tony andABOS.
your team.
features
(making use of the existing topography) in several locations.
Cory
2 locations that should be considered in the ABOS plan are a) just east/uphill from the Heller center,
Sent from
my
iPhone
near
the
UCCS/University Park boundary, and b) the area near the northern trailhead of Pulpit rock.
On
Thu,locations
Sep 26, would
2019 at
7:14 PM
T Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>
wrote:
These
provide
reasonable
access to such features, with
relatively little incremental
On Sepimpact
27,
2019,
at
2:28
PM,
Cory
Sutela
<cory@medwheel.org>
Super
target
1-3
and
talked
about that today in fieldwrote:
actually.
toon
the
otherfor
users
of the
park.

COMMENT 10 Dear Julie, David and Tony,
Thank you again for the chance to provide input on the Austin Bluffs master
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1645755232131093713%7Cmsg-f%3A16463927669157…
On Thu, Sep
26, 2019 at 7:14 PM T Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com> wrote:
plan.
Super on target for 1-3 and talked about that today in field actually.
With a better understanding of the process that is underway, and with further
following
to our
Medicineare
Wheel
Numberinput
4. The
conceptoutreach
of Bike park
stylemembers,
trails and amenities
new toTrail
me. Advocates
Have I been sleeping in
meetings
again.
Please
elaborate
would like to share the following suggestions and the draft plan is developed
Thanks

1. MWA
We support the general concept that a range of trail difficulties are
Tony
appropriate in this space, and that the trails lower down on the flatter
Sent from my parts
iPhoneof the property should be designated as ‘green’ or easier trails, with
more challenging trails on the higher, steeper sections. We note that
On Sep 26, 2019,
at are
10:14
AM, Coryfew
Sutela
<cory@medwheel.org>
wrote: overall in the
there
relatively
black/difficult
riding opportunities
BLUFFS
MANAGEMENT
PLAN - APPENDIX
Parks system (and that desire AUSTIN
for these
fromMASTER
riders AND
is significant),
and
Dear Julie,
Davidofand
that much
theTony,
terrain is capable of supporting steep yet sustainable
Thanktrails.
you again
for thewe
chance
to that
provide
input oncharacter
the AustinofBluffs
master
Therefore
request
the existing
the higher
trails
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Dear Julie, David and Tony,
Thank you again for the chance to provide input on the Austin Bluffs master
plan.
With a better understanding of the process that is underway, and with further
input following outreach to our members, Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates
would like to share the following suggestions and the draft plan is developed
COMMENT 10 CONT.

APPENDIX P

1. We support the general concept that a range of trail difficulties are
appropriate in this space, and that the trails lower down on the flatter
parts of the property should be designated as ‘green’ or easier trails, with
more challenging trails on the higher, steeper sections. We note that
there are relatively few black/difficult riding opportunities overall in the
Parks system (and that desire for these from riders is significant), and
that much of the terrain is capable of supporting steep yet sustainable
10/18/2019
THK
Associates
Mail
- Re:the
MWTA
comments
on ABOS master
trails. Therefore
we
request
that
existing
character
of theplan
higher trails
be retained as black/difficult for cyclists. This should be possible with
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1645755232131093713%7Cmsg-f%3A16463927669157…
relatively little investment of resources, since these trails are for the most
part stable and sustainable. We note that these trails also provide
interesting rec opportunities for hikers as well.
2. We support a concept of multiple trail options on the ‘bathtub ring’ in this
upper region, possibly with some ‘blue’ and some ‘black’ variations.
Providing options in terms of loops, as well as difficulty, will be an
effective management tool in that they will discourage the rogue
construction of additional trails.
3. We support the creation of armored DH trails off the mesas, where these
can be constructed sustainably in rocky terrain. We are interested in
partnering with Parks as a resource to provide these riding opportunities,
as we have in previous projects with DH components
4. We believe that there are suitable opportunities for bikepark-style
amenities, that would support the desires of our community laid out in
9/6/2019
THK Associates
RE: Austin a
Bluffs
Open Space
the 2014 system master
plan. Mail
We- support
thorough
analysis of
Good morning Judith,
EVERY park to identify these opportunities, so they can exist throughout
the region such that riders from every part of the city have reasonable
access to them. The ABOS system provides several suitable locations
I am not exactly sure whofor
to refer
you to,
I haveMWTA
passedwould
this along
to several
City Staff
people.
this type
ofbut
facility.
welcome
additional
detailed
discussions with your team about this.
On behalf of the board of MWTA I want to sincerely thank you for your hard
Thanks!
work and leadership to create the vision for the ABOS property. We look
Julie
forward to ongoing conversations about it, including identification of ways that
MWTA can support the process.
Best
wishes,
On Thu, Sep 5,11
2019
at 4:56
PM Judith Walton <waltojk@comcast.net> wrote:
COMMENT
Cory
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Thank you Julie. I have another question, and again, please refer it to the appropriate person in the Parks
Department. Within University Park, there is a city park called Houck Park. The city is great about maintaining the
System
grass, trash, etc.Reference
in the park.from
Thisthe
past2014
springPark
when
we had Master
the bad Plan
snow storm late in the season, many of the trees
on the edge of the
park139,
wereRecommendations,
damaged and have dead
branches hanging
on the trees or on the ground.
Page
“Accommodate
non-traditional/emerging
trends We are not
sure who to contact
this. Athe
crew
came out
and removedof
damaged
branches
on the street
side of the park, but
that about
showcase
special
characteristics
the Colorado
Springs
region.
they did not remove the ones in the back of the park close to the playground equipment. Could you let me know who
These
opportunities provide highly desired community recreation facilities as
to contact? Thanks
again,

well as encourage tourism and economic development: - Address the demand
Judy Walton, University Park HOA
for emerging mountain/extreme sports facilities by establishing designated
On August
29, 2019
at 6:33 PMwhere
"Julie G."
on properties
the<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
environment will not bewrote:
negatively impacted and
areas
where new uses are compatible with existing park and open space uses…..
Good evening Judith,
(including) mountain bike park(s)....”
AUSTIN BLUFFS MASTER AND MANAGEMENT PLAN - APPENDIX

Thank you for reaching out. I have sent this information along to the Parks Department. I will also take it

2/4

<bikerider80949@yahoo.com>, Tony Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>, Robert Lomenick <rlomenick1@gmail.com>,
Julie
"Hansen, Jeffrey" <jhansen@usacycling.org>, Micah Rice <micah.rice73@gmail.com>, harry hamill
<harry@harryhamilldesigns.com>
Hi Julie,
On
Thu, Jul 18, 2019 at 4:50 PM Carolyn Fox <cfox3@uccs.edu> wrote:
My apologies again for missing the SAC meeting; thanks for you consideration of the MWTA suggestions listed below.
COMMENT
12confirm you have received this, and let me know any questions?
Could
you please
Hi Juliethanks, and see you Tuesday,
I was out of town when this meeting was held but do have some questions.
Cory
ps we have created a facebook event for the open house and are sharing it, please feel free to send the link to interested
parties
https://www.facebook.com/events/1111494725905208/
1. Two proposed trail sections are shown on UCCS property. Can you provide more information about these two
trails and the thinking behind them?
2. There are several proposed trail sections that are almost parallel to adjacent urban trail sections. Why are you
proposing duplicating these routes?
Please see the suggestions for retaining the trails the maps below
COMMENT
Thank you 13

Starting in the northwest and moving southeast:
1.
Carolyn W. Fox, RA, LEED AP
Executive Director of Planning, Design & Construction,
and University Architect

University of Colorado Colorado Springs
Facilities Services, CSB 209
1420 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
(w) 719-255-3588
(c) 719-213-9946
7/15/2019

THK Associates Mail - Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates comments on ABOS plan
1/3
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https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1639438311817501299%7Cmsg-a%3Ar5763374521167…
2.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1639140203228061236%7Cmsg-f%3A16391402032280…
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COMMENT
7/15/2019

13 CONT.

THK Associates Mail - Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates comments on ABOS plan

APPENDIX P

5.

7/15/2019
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THK Associates Mail - Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates comments on ABOS plan

6.
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Lastly, the 2014 Parks System Master Plan identifies the need to ‘accommodate non-traditional/emerging trends that
showcase the special characteristics of the Colorado Springs region….. (including) mountain/extreme sports facilities

5/24/2019

THK Associates Mail - Re: AB Site Visit Tomorrow - Delayed Start to 10 am

Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>

COMMENT 13 CONT.

Re: AB Site Visit Tomorrow - Delayed Start to 10 am
Lastly, the 2014 Parks System Master Plan identifies the need to ‘accommodate non-traditional/emerging trends that
1 message
showcase the special characteristics of the Colorado Springs region….. (including) mountain/extreme sports facilities
T Boone
<dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>
Tue,
May 21,and
2019
at 10:15
by establishing
designated areas on properties where the environment will not be negatively
impacted
where
newAM
To:uses
"Julie
G."
<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
are compatible with existing park and open space uses…… (including) mountain bike park(s)’. (page 139)
Cc: SYDNEY SHELL <sshell@thkassoc.com>, Bill Mangle <bmangle@eroresources.com>
MWTA notes the success and popularity of the El Pomar youth bicycle skills park on Fountain blvd and we therefore
FYI
advocate for consideration of some skill development amenities that fit with the character of ABOS. Skill- building
Here's
comments from MWTA
features could be added with short loops and progressively challenging features (making use of the existing
Anybody
goodlocations.
understanding of trails folks desired/hated from survey?
topography)have
in several
I'm
not
up
to
speed
on
survey results
2 locations that should be considered
in the ABOS plan are a) just east/uphill from the Heller center, near the
UCCS/University Park boundary, and b) the area near the northern trailhead of Pulpit rock. These locations would
Draft
Feedback
onaccess
AustintoBluffs
Open Space
Maylittle
20 incremental impact to the other users of the park.
provide
reasonable
such features,
with relatively

COMMENT 14
General concepts
We support multi-use trails in the ABOS master plan area, with a range of difficulties, including beginner
-through expert where appropriate

Connectivity between the parks and into Palmer (requires a new trail in the SE corner of Austin Bluffs) and
Ute Parks (ie to the greenway,
under i25) are a high value
Medicine Wheel Trail Advocates is a chapter of IMBA & a member of the Colorado MTB Coalition
Work with UCCS to preserve connections between university park and austin bluffs
Our mission: To create, sustain and advocate for quality mountain bike experiences for the riders of the Pikes Peak Region.

Connector trails along the lower flats at easier grades - allows beginner riders to experience the beauty of
MWTA
is a 501(c)3 charity.
the park and experience remoteness relatively
easily.

More challenging trails that take
advantage
of the
unique
geology.
PO Box
60280 Colorado
Springs
Co.80960
WWW.MedWheel.org
A riding trail is desired to the top of Pulpit Rock (suggestion was from the North side)
JOIN MWTA

There are several opportunities for advanced riding features as called for on page 139 of the Parks’ 2014
master plan, “emerging mountain/extreme sport facilities”. A specific example is the south edge of Pulpit
Rock OS which contains rideable cliff drops
THK Associates Mail - Austin Bluffs

Throughout the master plan area we support the M25 or Bathtub Ring concept - concentric loop trail roughly
Multiple
neighborhood
around the park boundaries, utilizing a more challenging grade where possible.
Julie
G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>
access points are important to allow neighborhood access to a network of trails leading into the interior
parts of the park.

Austin Bluffs

1 message
Flat areas near the parking off Nevada at University Park provide an easily accessible space for a skills

APPENDIX P

The middle of University Park has opportunities for longer climbing and descending trails.
2/11/2019

areaBeckman
for beginners/visitors
to practice before heading into the park. This is on UCCSThu,
property
can at
we7:48 PM4/4
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1639140203228061236%7Cmsg-f%3A16391402032280…
Carol
<quibus42@gmail.com>
Feb 7,-2019
To:cooperate
Julie <jgamec@thkassoc.com>,
"Deitemeyer,
David"
<ddeitemeyer@springsgov.com>
with them to develop
this amenity
as part
of the plan?
Hi,
Julie and David,
COMMENT
15
On the Austin Bluffs master plan, I'd also recommend including the nearby neighborhood associations in the stakeholder
Respectfully,
group.

Tony
To pick Boone
a nit, is Parks board officially the Parks, Recreation, and Cultural Services Advisory Board or the Parks and
Recreation
Advisory Board?
www.tonyboonetrails.com
Thanks,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-a%3Ar-5783889578965080779%7Cmsg-f%3A163415885634…
Carol Beckman
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2/4/2019

11/22/2019

THK Associates Mail - Medicine Wheel comments on ABOS 3rd open house

THK Associates Mail - FW: Austin Bluffs Open Space

DavidI left a phone message for you early this week but did not receive any response from you.

Julie G. <jgamec@thkassoc.com>

COMMENT 16

Medicine Wheel comments on ABOS 3rd open house

I have heard through the grapevine, about a meeting regarding the Austin Bluffs Open Space.
1 message
As one of the adjacent property owners, I am surprised that you have made no effort to include the UCCS Planning,
Sutela <cory@medwheel.org>
NovPlan
20, 2019
at 1:44 PM
Design Cory
& Construction
Department in your communications. Our Department is responsible for theWed,
Master
for the
To:along
"Deitemeyer,
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>,
"Julie G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)"
campus,
with anyDavid"
changes
to the physical environment.
<jgamec@thkassoc.com>
Cc: Tony Boone <dirtfarmerz@yahoo.com>, advocacy@medwheel.org
HI David
and
please
see below,
our comments following the final public open house. Please contact me with any
Please reach
out to
meJulie,
at your
earliest
convenience.
questions.
thanks,
COMMENT 17
Cory

2019 Nov 18 MWTA comments on Austin Bluffs - following 3rd public meeting

APPENDIX P

Carolyn W. Fox, RA, LEED AP
The Board of MWTA is overall supportive of this creative plan and process used to create it. Thank
Executive Director
Planning,
& Construction,
youofvery
much Design
for the opportunity
to share our members’ suggestions as a stakeholder group.
MWTA thanks Parks for showing leadership in allocating resources to create this master plan, to care
and University Architect
for the lands we love.
We acknowledge the conservation needs for the property including wildlife area, and therefore the
need to reduce the overall quantity of trails in the property. We further support efforts to make a
University of Colorado Colorado Springs
sustainable trail network.
Facilities Services,
209 and support the concept of a regional trail in the lower parts of the valleys, including
We CSB
appreciate
transportation
1420 Austin Bluffs
Parkway and connection concepts. Thank you for including these.
We understand the need to make the bathtub ring a blue trail overall. We request that the master
Colorado Springs,
CO
plan
to 80918
reflect, in writing, the significant desire from users to include multiple ‘black- and double blacklevel b-lines’ that take advantage of the geology and the existing trails where they are sustainable.
(w) 719-255-3588
Please clarify the term Bike optimized - will there be single direction/single use? Recommended, vs
(c) 719-213-9946
codified? How will this be determined?
We appreciate the use of the Toolbox for sustainable design including the tool of ‘preferred
(f) 719-255-3222
direction’ trails with directional features
carolyn.fox@uccs.edu
MWTA objects to all master plans, pilots introductions, or policies, temporary or otherwise, containing
language allowing motorized use on Parks System non-motorized trails, including ABOS, at this time.
This objection could be lifted, pending
Parks dept completion of a stakeholders visioning process, to determine the vision of the
community and stakeholder about how & If we want to have motorized vehicles on our nonmotorized trails. This process has been promised, but not scheduled.
Parks board recommendation to update the 2014 system master plan to reflect the results of
the above.
If the outcome of this process is alignment on a desire to bring motors to our non motorized
trails, MWTA would support a subsequent revision to the ABOS master plan detailing the Pilot
Introduction - providing the proposal includes details about how the use of motorized vehicles
will be managed and controlled, and how the impact of them will be monitored and evaluated.

A-82

A comment outside of the MWTA mission
Is there interest in making the new mini-incline more organic? A winding staircase instead of a straight line?
It should be possible to emulate that ‘stairmaster’ feel, while making the route a little more interesting.
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1650755039846066906%7Cmsg-f%3A16507550398460…
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Please clarify (and publish?) plans about eMTBs in ABOS
1 message
Cory Sutela <cory@medwheel.org>
Tue, Nov 12, 2019 at 7:39 PM
To: "Julie G. (jgamec@thkassoc.com)" <jgamec@thkassoc.com>, "Deitemeyer, David"
<David.Deitemeyer@coloradosprings.gov>
Cc: advocacy@medwheel.org, harry@medwheel.org, Michael Rigney <mike@medwheel.org>

COMMENT 18

Hi Julie and David,
At the last open house I saw a board with info about class 1, 2, 3 ebikes. And I heard mention that there is a plan for a
'pilot introduction' of ebikes, and that it would be throughout the region defined as ABOS.
But I can't find details about this online, or in the executive summary of the report. Are you looking for feedback on this
plan? Are they supposed to be emailed to David (can we publish these instructions & David's email to our members)?
Are the plans related to eMTBs going to be part of the published master plan? If so, can you please share all the
details about this plan, including measurement and evaluation of the pilot project, education and enforcement?
You have asked for feedback on this proposal. My gauge from the meeting was that the proposal was overall not
supported. How wold you plan to move forward with this?
As we've stated previously, MWTA believes that if eMTBs are to be introduced into our system, it must be done
thoughtfully, carefully, and with a solid plan that has buy-in from all stakeholders.
From what we've seen so far, and without a mandate from the community that we want to introduce these new
motorized vehicles into our non-motorized system, MWTA would object to inclusion of eMTBs in the ABOS master plan.
Please
5/2/2019

share the complete proposal so we
ensure
community
the master plan is finalized.
THK can
Associates
Mailrobust
- FW: Austin
Bluffs Openinput
Space as
Survey

CAUTION! - External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown email attachments and links.
I'd
happy
toattachments
discuss in more
detail
- please
let's get this
settled
the plan
goes to parks board.
DObe
NOT
open
or click
links
from unknown
senders
or before
unexpected
email!

David
Deitemeyer
ITo:
have
some
other comments to share with you following the meeting. Can you let me know when you want to have
these, in order to consider revisions?
David,
thanks
COMMENT
19
Cory
First, thank you for the very though�ul approach you all are taking to protect the open space.
I used the survey app yesterday, however, the GPS on my smartphone would not work in that sec�on of the open
--space. The centering icon kept moving the map to a loca�on in another part of town. I es�mated the loca�ons as best
I could with landmarks on the map, but am not certain the coordinates were correct..

The path begins oﬀ the trail from Rockhurst across from Hauck Park (about 200 yards in from Rockhurst). It goes
uphill east of the main trail, and back down the other side, connec�ng up with the trail from Montebello Dr. W (about
WWW.MedWheel.org
Cory Sutela, Interim Director
70 yards in from the Trailhead).
A chapter of IMBA, A member of the Colorado MTB Coalition, A 501(c)3 charity

A ached is a map of this area. Please pass on my comments to whomever will be collec�ng the survey responses.

PO Box 2543, Colorado Springs, CO, 80901

Thank you for your assistance.
Subscribe to our trailwork and events calendar

Sincerely,
Join MWTA
Bill Sickman
P.S.
I tried to send this message to David Deitemeyer directly, but I received an error message that the email
address on the website is invalid.

APPENDIX P

My survey responses were intended to mark an area for protec�on from erosion. An informal trail was created by
cyclists a few years ago that goes up a hillside and down the other side. Erosion has already started even though they
use this path infrequently. I suggest this path be blocked oﬀ as a protected area.

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1650052596173288173%7Cmsg-f%3A16500525961732…

Informal Hillside Trail.jpg
1359K
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CAUTION! - External Email. Malware is most commonly spread through unknown email attachments and links.
DO NOT open attachments or click links from unknown senders or unexpected email!

Dear Mr. Deitemeyer,

I was so glad to see that an effort is being made to develop trails in this area. I am writing because I found the survey
hard to use. I did add some input to the survey. Since there have been very few trails in the past of course there are
many social trails. I think these trails should be taken seriously, because they clearly indicate where people want to
travel. If not they will continue to exist and do damage mostly through erosion. I have owned a home in this area for 15
years and have lived in the are since 1955. In fact when I was a boy scout in the early 60s our troop camped out by a
pond in the University Park area.

My favorite trail goes both West from the Rockhurst access point. Attached are GPX files showing both the east and west
Mail -the
FW:property
Austin Bluffs
Openspace
from the access point. It follows the ridgeTHK
lineAssociates
just beyond
lines
of some residences. It has beautiful
views and some interesting rock formations. I have watched the trail continue to have improvements including a few
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=7ec3779cef&view=pt&search=all&permthid=thread-f%3A1632280953980905646%7Cmsg-f%3A16322809539809… 1/3
switchbacks and some added rock.
5/2/2019
forks

I was surprised by the map showing all of the social trails. There were many on my property which is 3.7 acres and
surrounded by ABOS. Almost all were just deer tracks and I have never used them nor seen anyone in 15 years. There
is one well defined track at the end of my driveway which goes another 400 ft on my property north of my driveway which
was listed as maintainable. It actually doesn't go anywhere because it is quite steep at the end. I have gone down to the
bottom from that point many times to the trails in Pulpit Rock Park, but never have found a good route.

There is a fairly good social trail that originates on the small open space connecting Vickers and Colgate heading west.
At the beginning there has been some fire mitigation by the city and homeowners also have done some trail maintenance
and erosion control. It is about ½ mile to my driveway where it crosses and continues on my property for about 100' then
enters the open space. The western part of the trail is not maintained and used more by the deer than people. I have
mixed feelings about this trail. I don't think I would like it to be a major pathway. An occasional person is not a problem,
but dog owners tend not to pick up their pet's waste. My dog indeed uses this area also and I work very hard to keep it
free from her waste. I am not sure of my legal options, but probably will put up a sign to discourage use.

Thanks for listening to my input. I would be glad to work with anyone on the project and have listed my contact
information below.

Tom Saponas

APPENDIX P

5630 Butler Ct
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719.331.6184
tom@saponas.com

5 attachments

access point off Rockhust with city sign down.JPG
4313K
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INTRODUCTION
This forest management plan is intended to be a part of the City of
Colorado Springs Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services master plan for
the Austin Bluffs Open Space. This open space consists of locations
previously known as Pulpit Rock Park, University Park, and Austin Bluffs
Open Space.
The master plan intends to consolidate these adjoining properties under
one umbrella to be designated as the Austin Bluffs Open Space (ABOS).
The open space is approximately 594 acres in size and is irregular in
shape.
Previous plans have had stated goals directed toward management of the
property to protect the resources therein. One of the resources slated for
protection is the vegetation and more specifically the forest. This
management plan will focus on the threats present and the steps needed
to protect the forest resource in the long-term.
This plan will address three suggested priorities, previously expressed, to
maintain and improve the forest health of the ABOS.
Priorities

APPENDIX Q

Specific priorities are as follows:
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1. Wildfire Mitigation: It is readily apparent that a catastrophic wildfire
would have a negative impact on the forest resource and potentially on
adjacent private property. The 2005 Waldo Canyon Fire is a graphic
example of the damage that can occur both during and after the
suppression of a wildfire.
2. Forest Health: As climate change occurs, it is anticipated that the local
climate will become hotter and drier. On a very droughty site such as the
ABOS, this will only exacerbate already stressful growing conditions for
the forest. This may lead to wildfires and insect outbreaks, such as beetle
infestations, becoming more common. An example of this could be seen in
the Western spruce budworm and Tussock moth outbreaks along the
Front Range of Colorado in 2016 – 2017.
3. Eradicate or control Dwarf Mistletoe in ponderosa pine: While a
wildfire is an immediate and dramatic threat to the forest, dwarf mistletoe
is the exact opposite. It may be more potent than a wildfire. Dwarf
mistletoe is a parasitic plant of ponderosa pine that spreads slowly and
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unnoticeable. Besides infesting mature pine, it can spread into the next
generation of the forest, placing it into increased threat from Priority 1 or 2.
Each of these priorities will be discussed within each management unit
following a general discussion of the property.

Management Units
In order to effectively manage the ABOS, the area was divided into three
management units. The first is ABOS South. This is located below or
south of Rockhurst Boulevard and Colgate Drive.
The second unit is designated as ABOS North. This area encompasses
everything located within the confines of Rockhurst Boulevard and lying to
the east of Pulpit Rock.
The final unit is Pulpit Rock. This contains the original boundary which
extends from just east of North Nevada Avenue, south of Pulpit Rock
Circle South and Garlock Drive. It encompasses the areas lying west of
Spurwood Drive and north of the University of Colorado – Colorado
Springs (UCCS).

Pulpit Rock

APPENDIX Q

Map 1 – ABOS
Management Units

ABOS North

ABOS South
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General Description and Discussion
The United States Geological Service describes this area as being a
montane forest. These are forests dominated by evergreen, needle-leafed
trees that occupy a belt at intermediate elevations on the east side of the
mountains. This “montane forest” lies between the woodlands of the lower
elevations, and the dense forest of the slender, spire-shaped trees that
form the dark colored band of “subalpine forest” just below the upper limits
of tree growth. However, on south- and east-facing slopes, ponderosa
pine commonly dominates below 8,200 ft. There can also be some stands
in which the dominants are junipers, lodgepole pine, limber pine, and
aspen.
The density of the shrub and herb understory is inversely related to the
density of the tree crowns because as the canopy cover decreases, the
cover of shrubs and herbs increases. Mountain-mahogany and skunk
bush are common in the open forest while squaw current is the most
common shrub under ponderosa pine.

APPENDIX Q

There is considerable variation in the density of the vegetation in the
montane forest although the species of plants are constant from one stand
to the next. In order to distinguish between these variations in density, the
“montane forest” is subdivided based on the percentage of the ground
covered by tree crowns. Those stands with trees covering less than 65%
of the ground are considered “open-montane forest”; those stands with
density of crowns exceeding 65% are considered “closed-montane
forests”. The ABOS should be considered an ‘open montane forest’.
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The elevation of the property ranges from 6,270 feet at the trailhead that
lies west of Pulpit Rock. The high point is in the southern portion of the
open space on a ridge overlooking the residential area of the University of
Colorado at Colorado Spring at roughly 6,686 feet.
Access across the property is difficult and is not readily accessible even
on foot. There are formal and social trails which provide access on foot,
but the terrain is steep. An exception is in Pulpit Rock where an
unimproved utility road provides vehicular access from North Nevada
Avenue up to Spurwood Drive.
The weather experienced in the area indicates a yearly temperature
average of 47 degrees. The average daily maximum reaches
approximately 62 degrees with the average daily minimum temperature
falling to 35 degrees. There is an approximate growing season of 126
days per year.
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Precipitation averages 15 inches per year. Annual snowfall averages 41
inches per year. The last spring frost usually occurs around the first part of
May with the first freeze in the fall occurring around the first part of
October.

Historic Land Use
The history of the area is like most along the Front Range of Colorado.
The area was part of ranches which have since been subdivided to
accommodate the movement of urban dwellers to a more rural living
situation. The continued economic expansion in Colorado Springs and
neighboring metropolitan areas has only accelerated this process.
Wildfires have been part of the environment throughout the history of the
area (see Photo 1). Small low intensity ground fires maintained the
ponderosa pine stands in an open park like condition. Successive years
brought the advent of fire suppression throughout the west. Continued
suppression activities have allowed a buildup of forest fuel resulting in
catastrophic fires and property loss
Evidence of fires in the ABOS are rare. Due to the sparse amount of
ground fuels coupled with exposed rocky soil surface, fires were most
likely to occur in grasses and short shrubs, leaving little to no long-term
evidence. Lightning strikes probably contributed to ignitions in trees. But
these appear to be isolated events mostly affecting a solitary individual.
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In addition, the suppression of wildfire may be altering the stand
development pattern of the ABOS. Compared to ponderosa pine, Rocky
Mountain Juniper is more tolerant of arid conditions. It produces heavy
seed crops every 2-5 years while ponderosa pine is every 8-10 years.
Additionally, juniper does not germinate immediately, but must undergo a
seed ripening period which can last over 18 months. This delay may assist
it on drier sites such as the ABOS. Finally, successful ponderosa pine
germination can be significantly reduced by moisture stress and late frosts
in the springtime. In the absence of periodic fire, juniper appears to have a
reproductive advantage over ponderosa pine.
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Photo 1. The red arrow shows the location of a charred surface on a historical tree that
possibly burned during the mid to late 1800’s.
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With the advent of the National Fire Plan in 2000, there is now a
concentrated effort to reduce the threat of wildfire to communities. One of
the tenants of the plan is reduce the level of hazardous fuels that support
the growth of unusually large and damaging fires. Managed tracts such as
the ABOS will support this effort by disrupting fuel continuity adjacent to
the extensive residential areas that surround it to the north and east.
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Threatened and Endangered Species
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service list the following species for El Paso
County that could have the potential of visiting or living on the property:
American peregrine falcon, Falco peregrinus, Endangered
Bald Eagle, Haliaeetus leucocephalus, Threatened
Mexican spotted owl, Strix occidentalis lucida, Threatened
Preble’s Meadow Jumping Mouse, Zapus hudsonius preblei,
Threatened
The following plant is also listed:
Ute-ladies’tresses orchid, Spiranthes diuvialis, Threatened
There were no endangered species observed or found during the forest
inventory.
The Colorado Natural Heritage Program conducted a survey and
published a subsequent report of critical biological resources for El Paso
County in 2000. The property is located to the south of the Monument
Creek Potential Conservation Area (PCA). The ABOS was not included in
the Monument Creek PCA, so no collection of inventory information was
performed.
Noxious Weeds

APPENDIX Q

There were two noxious weed sites observed during the inventory and
subsequent inspections. The first is Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense)
which is a List B species. The goal is to stop the continued spread of this
perennial plant.

Photo 2. Infestation of Canada thistle found in ABOS North. The location is in a
drainage along the trail below the entrance at Rockhurst Blvd. & Whistler Point.
This infestation should be eradicated.
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There is an infestation of Canada thistle along the trail where access is
from Rockhurst Boulevard and Whistler Point. The infestation is
established in a drainage within one of the forest health treatment areas.
The issue is that the infestation will be transmitted to other locations from
seed dispersal. Seeds have a high probability of being moved by either
mountain trail bikers, animals or hikers.
There is also a small infestation of thistle along the same trail located to
the north along the property line. It roughly located downhill and to the
northwest of the residential property known as 5076 Stonehill Road.
A map in the appendix provides a more accurate location of these two
Canada thistle infestations.
Siberian elm (Ulmus pumila) is listed as a ‘Watch Specie’ by the Colorado
Department of Agriculture. It is recognized as a threat to agricultural and
environmental values of Colorado. Siberian elm produces large seed
crops and has spread throughout the state. No control measures are
mandated at this time.
Siberian elm can be found in the upper reaches of the drainage in the
Pulpit Rock Unit. This introduction is most likely from seed that washes
down from Spurwood Drive.
While no control measures are mandated, Siberian elm is a prolific seed
producer and can spread rapidly, particularly in the wet drainage. As the
population is small, it is suggested that removal and eradication occur
before the population becomes too large and becomes permanently
established.

APPENDIX Q

Wildfire Hazard
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Reviewing the Wildfire Hazard Maps (WHAM) developed by the Colorado
State Forest Service in 1974, the property is considered to contain a low
up to severe wildfire hazard (see Map 2). These maps were a first attempt
to create broad based risk assessments for Colorado.
The biggest contributor affecting the overall risk are the steep slopes
encountered across the property. While the vegetation that is present
affects the risk, the steep slopes and drainages funnel winds and
accelerates the pre-heating effect on the vegetation.
In response to the increase in wildfire events and interest in a community's
risk to wildfire, the Colorado State Forest Service (CSFS) developed the
2012 Colorado Wildfire Risk Assessment Project. The goal of the project
was to provide a consistent and comparable set of scientific results to be
used as a foundation for wildfire mitigation and planning, which resulted in
the web-based Colorado Wildfire Risk Assessment Portal (CO-WRAP)
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tool. This tool was updated in 2017 and displays wildfire incidents through
2015 (see Appendix 2, pg. 43).
Based upon the observations made during the initial reconnaissance and
subsequent inventory, the wildfire hazard should be considered as being
low to moderate. However, recent research and wildfire events should not
make one comfortable regarding the hazard and risk. Traditionally, the fire
triangle's sides are composed of fuels, weather and topography. With the
increasing occurrence of devastating wildfires, a new model is being
advanced.
This new model proposes that four sides should be considered. The first is
ignitions which could originate from lighting or other causes. Within the
ABOS, there are a multitude of potential ignition sources. Recreational
users such as hikers and bicyclists have the capability of igniting a wildfire.
Maintenance within the utility corridor or residential construction and other
activities along the open space perimeter are sources for ignitions as well.
Even with multiple ignition sources, there has been very little evidence of
wildfire ignitions within the property. The most recent incident was a grass
fire in the Pulpit Rock Unit in late April of 2016. It was estimated to be six
acres in size once it was extinguished.
Each of the management units was reviewed using the CO-WRAP tool. A
summary of the results is discussed under each management unit.

APPENDIX Q

Map 2 1973
WHAM
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SOILS
The soils on the open space are almost entirely composed of the
Travessilla-Rock outcrop complex, 8 to 90 percent slopes. This soil group
is composed of shallow but well drained soils that are formed in material
weathered from sandstone. The depth from the soil surface to bedrock
averages eleven (11) inches. This results in a low water carrying capacity
of the soil. When this is coupled with the steep slopes that exist, the runoff
of precipitation can be very rapid.
Additionally, the soil is highly erosive due to the factors mentioned above.
Gullies frequently form in drainages of any size and volume of water flow.
The rock outcrop occurs mainly as ledges on cliffs. It is further evidenced
by the number of hoodoos which can be found frequently across the
landscape. The most notable landscape feature is Pulpit Rock. The soil
surface contains weathered rock of various sizes. This can make foot
travel on the steep portions of the open space difficult.
A map of the soil types and general information can be obtained through
the National Resource Conservation Service (NRCS), formerly the Soil
Conservation Service, at the national web-based soil survey. The address
is http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov.

APPENDIX Q

An edited soil resource report produced from the NRCS Web Soil Survey
is contained in Appendix Six (6). Detailed soil reports can be found as
separate documents on CD.
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INVENTORY
The forest was inventoried using variable sized plots. The plots were
placed systematically across the property. The species of tree are tallied
in the plot along with measuring their respective diameter and height. This
technique allows for a very quick estimate of the size and number of tree
species on a tract of land.
The measured tree data is then summarized using BIOCRAZ5 inventory
program. This program produces a summary of the tree density, cubic and
Scribner volumes by tree diameter and height. The data can also be
summarized for each tree species that is tallied within the plots.
The summary also includes a statistical result to determine the error at
one standard deviation from the mean or average of the inventory data
itself. Assuming a normal population curve, one standard deviation is
expressed as 68% of the data will fall into one standard deviation. 95% of
the data will fall into two standard deviations. For example, the ABOS
North Unit has a 10% error at one standard deviation. This means the
average number of trees tallied per plot could fluctuate from the average
by + 10%. In real terms, the average number of trees tallied is 4 per plot
with an error of + 0.4 trees per plot.
Ultimately the intent of the inventory process is to provide a quick
snapshot of the composition and condition of the forest within the ABOS.
From this process, general prescriptions or forest management
recommendations can be made.
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In addition to the data recorded, notes were taken as to the general
appearance of the forest within or adjacent to the plot. This could be the
absence or presence of forest insects and diseases, human based
activity, wildfire hazard or other plant species found but not necessarily
tallied in the plot.
Due to the variability of the forest within the property and the steep
topography present along with other considerations, the forest was broken
into units. This allows for closer inspection of the inventory data and to
assist in prioritizing implementation of the management recommendations.
Based on these parameters, the property was divided into three units.
Each of these units will be discussed in no specific order.
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ABOS - South
This unit is located between Rockhurst Blvd. and North Union Blvd. This
portion of the open space is irregular in shape as it weaves in and out of
the University Park subdivision. This unit is approximately 143 acres in
size.
This unit is composed of primarily of ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa)
and Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopulorum). Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) can also be found but it was not tallied during the
inventory.
The average number of pine stems on a per acre basis is 106 which
accounts for almost 60% of the tree cover in the unit. Interestingly, 67%
are situated primarily in the two (2) inch diameter class with no ponderosa
pine being tallied larger than fourteen (14) inches in diameter.

APPENDIX Q

This suggests that the ponderosa pine in the south unit can reproduce
itself and is sustainable in a younger state of development. As the trees
mature, it appears they become susceptible to either attack by insects or
disease or drought. The cause of this decline in the larger trees can be
attributed to the soils in which they are growing. This condition is also
reflected in the overall height of the pine. It was rare to tally a tree in the
fifty (50) height class which when compared to an area with more
available moisture, such as the Black Forest or in the foothills, a tree in
that height class is more commonly recorded.
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At present, the risk for an epidemic level of insect attack such as from
mountain pine beetle is very low. There are not large numbers of older
ponderosa pine on a per acre basis to sustain an extended outbreak. This
does not exclude individual or clusters of pine from being attacked and
killed. Any beetle infestations will be driven by environmental conditions
such as extended drought or lightning strikes.
A much more serious threat to the pine is dwarf mistletoe. This parasitic
plant spreads slowly and is not as obvious as beetle infestations which
allows it to spread over time.
DMT slowly reduces the health of a tree by robbing it of nutrients and
water, which on the droughty soils present, is a serious threat. The DMT
usually does not kill the tree but leaves it susceptible to attack by bark
beetles. Extended drought periods also appear to contribute to loss of
infected pines as well.
DMT can be controlled readily by pruning infected branches from the tree
in instances of minor infection. However, as infection proceeds over time,
it becomes necessary to remove the entire tree as the majority of
branches exhibit mistletoe infection.
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There are two occurrences of DMT infection in this unit. One is located at
the top of an east facing ridge overlooking Palm Drive. A second can be
found behind the private residential neighborhood at the end of Rimwood
Drive where the trail follows the west facing slope to where Rimwood
Drive borders the open space (see map).
Rocky Mountain juniper is a common inhabitant of the arid West. It can be
found on a wide range of soil types and tolerates very dry conditions. It is
not surprising to find juniper in conjunction with ponderosa pine within the
ABOS.
In this unit, juniper represents over one-third of the trees per acre on
average. The average diameter of the juniper is just over six (inches). As
mentioned earlier in ponderosa pine, the soil conditions are a severe
inhibitor to the growth of the juniper. Over 95% of the trees lie in the two
(2) to six (6) inch diameter classes. The average height is a mere thirteen
(13) feet with no tallied tree reaching the thirty (30) foot height class.
Using an approximation of an average of one foot of total height growth
every eight years, the juniper may be in excess of one hundred years old.
Of noticeable interest is the presence of a quantity of juniper in the lower
diameter classes. It appears that the juniper is better able to take
advantage of the intermittent wet periods to reproduce itself. While not
inventoried, there are large numbers of juniper seedlings growing in
exposed mineral soil which is not the case for ponderosa pine.

Chart 1 -Number of Stems per Acre
per Diameter Class – ABOS South

Stand Total
Pine Only
Juniper

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
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ABOS - North
This unit is roughly surrounded by Rockhurst Boulevard which lies to the
north, east and south. The western border is with Pulpit Rock. It is
approximately 257 acres in size.
The chart below compares the average number of stems or trees per acre
in the ABOS - North Unit.
Chart 1: ABOS – North Unit Tree Specie Distribution

Pine
Juniper
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The total number of trees per acre on average is estimated to be 192. Of
the total number of trees, it is evenly split between ponderosa pine and
juniper. While not reflected in the inventory, Douglas-fir can be found in
the unit. It is usually found in wetter drainages and the cooler north facing
slopes.
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The chart on the following page depicts the average number of stems or
trees per acre in the North Unit. It was refined to display the number of
trees per diameter class for each species.
Of interest in this unit is the population of juniper in the two-inch diameter
class. It would seem there was very successful period of seed germination
in the 1950’s. This was an extended period of above average precipitation
for the area. Juniper is a prolific seed producer, with significant seed
dispersal every 2-3 years. This capacity coupled with favorable conditions
for germination has ensured the presence of juniper in the long-term.
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Ponderosa pine has not been able to match the success of juniper. Pine
seed is a preferred food of many small mammals and birds such as those
found in the ABOS. Secondly, survival is low on steep slopes with aspects
facing to the south and west where thinner soil depth occurs.

APPENDIX Q

Due to the steep slopes that exist in this unit and throughout the ABOS,
exposed mineral soil or bedrock can be found (see Photo 2). This allows
runoff from heavy precipitation to wash seed and organic material
downhill. This condition provides very little available fuel to sustain a
ground fire, which is a positive attribute. But this same condition potentially
allows weather events to move seed downhill and off from the unit. This
could result in difficulty naturally reforesting the unit, post any treatment,
for ponderosa pine.
Naturally occurring ponderosa pine seedlings can suffer high levels of
mortality during hot and dry weather conditions that occur in late summer
and fall. This can occur for up to three years after initial establishment.
Even with a period of favorable precipitation, the pine was unable to take
advantage.
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Photo 3. An example of the exposed bedrock and surface rock.
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Pulpit Rock Unit

Photo 4. Undated Photo of Pulpit Rock, courtesy of the Pikes Peak Library District.

The following photograph was taken in July of 2019. As the railroad bed has
been replaced by the construction and realignment of North Nevada Avenue, it is
difficult to reconstruct the original photo. However, it does allow the opportunity to
visualize change over time, which in this instance is at least 48 years if not longer
as the railroad tracks were removed in 1972.
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The photograph below depicts a view of Pulpit Rock prior to 1972. The railroad
tracks in the lower portion of the picture are part of the Topeka-Atchison rail line
that were abandoned in 1971 and removed in 1972.
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Photo 5. 2019 Photograph of Pulpit Rock.

With the passage of time, the ponderosa pine that were barely visible have
grown in height. Shrub species such as mountain mahogany and Gambel oak
have matured. The Great Plains yucca, in the left mid-ground, which is barely
noticeable in the previous photo, have matured in size as well.
It is important to think of forest or vegetation management in longer time frames
than reflecting on the immediate condition.
The reason for this contemplative comment is the widespread and severe
infestation of dwarf mistletoe in the northern portion of this unit (see Photo 6).
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This infection is severe enough to have stunted the vertical development of the
pine. These trees will not grow appreciably taller over time. There is a strong
possibility their appearance will resemble lollipops, a tuft of green needles atop a
main stem. During intense and prolonged periods of drought, these trees will
likely perish.
Due to the impact of the DMT infection, the ponderosa pine has a very large
number of trees in the two (2) inch diameter class (196). In the absence of DMT,
this could be interpreted as a successful example of natural pine regeneration.
But the pine reproduction is not growing in diameter sufficiently to move into a
larger diameter class. This is reflected in the number of pines in the four (4) inch
class which drops to 43 per acre on average, a reduction of 77%. It should be
noted that this is occurring on a northly facing slope which should be
comparatively cooler and moister and subsequently less stressful for growth.
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Photo 6. Dwarf mistletoe infestation in the north portion of the Pulpit Rock Outcrop. Note
the ‘witch’s brooms’ growth symptomatic of a severe infection (red arrow).
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Juniper is well represented in the Pulpit Rock Unit, with the average number of
trees being almost equal (Cart 3). It is the same in the two (2) inch diameter class
but is absent in all the diameter classes greater than six (6) inches (Chart 4). This
may be simply explained by the juniper being a relative new arrival within the
unit.
Chart 3 – Pulpit Rock Unit Species

Ponderosa
Juniper

The inventory data was separated by tree species and diameter class as
was done in the previous two units. This information is shown in Chart 4
below.
Chart 4 -Number of Stems per Acre
per Diameter Class
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Dwarf Mistletoe
Dwarf mistletoe is a parasitic plant that infects conifers throughout the Rocky
Mountain West. This pathogen is dependent on its host for water and nutrients.
These plants have evolved with their hosts over a long period of time. Locally,
mistletoe’s most common host is ponderosa pine. The ABOS has dwarf mistletoe
infections in all three units.
Dwarf mistletoe by itself rarely kills trees. It typically causes a reduction in
height and diameter growth and reduces the overall vigor of the infected
tree. The tree’s response to the mistletoe infection is to try and out-grow it.
This is what causes the irregular growth, known as witch’s brooms, to
occur. Mountain pine beetle or Ips beetle responds to the tree’s stressed
condition by attacking and subsequently killing the tree.

Photo 7. An example of a dwarf mistletoe infection in ponderosa pine. Note the thin foliage
and ‘witch’s broom’ associated with an infection. These trees are most susceptible to
attack from mountain pine beetle or Ips beetle.
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Control of this forest pest is limited to removal of infected limbs and
branches. In cases of severe infestation, it becomes necessary to
remove the entire tree.
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The rate of spread of dwarf mistletoe is very slow. This is due to the long
period of time from when a seed germinates and infects a tree to when the
aerial shoot develops and can reproduce itself. This process takes
approximately seven years. An extensive infestation has taken decades to
develop.

A-108

Photo 8. This picture depicts an infestation of DMT on ponderosa pine within the Pulpit
Rock Unit. Note the distorted growth habit that ensues from an infestation. In this
instance, the entire tree should be removed.

All units within the ABOS have some level of DMT infection.
South
The south unit has multiple locations of dwarf mistletoe infection. On the
southwest facing slope that runs above Rimwood Drive (see Maps, Appendix 2),
there are remnant DMT infections (Waypoints 112 – 118). Most of the infected
trees have either died or have been isolated, preventing further spread.
The two locations of highest concern are located at Waypoint 108 and 007 (see
Photo 9). These appear to be small infestations that pose a threat of expanding
into
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Photo 9. This infestation is located at Waypoint 007. The spread of the infestation is
downhill towards healthy pine at the base of the drainage. Removal of these infected trees
will not adversely impact their visual value.

North
The North Unit has scattered dwarf mistletoe infections. The treated area in the
southern portion of the unit has DMT infected ponderosa pine remaining (see
Maps, Appendix 2) . These trees may have been kept due to the number of pines
removed in the initial treatment in 2013. Reentry into this unit should be
scheduled within ten (10) years or by 2023 to remove the remaining infected
trees.
This will insure any ponderosa pine regeneration that occurs will be sustainable
and not become infected by dwarf mistletoe.
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otherwise uninfected forest. Infections in these two areas should be removed
with the goal of complete eradication.
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Pulpit Rock
The Pulpit Rock infection can be found in the east valley bordering the North
Unit. This infection continues around the slope and around to the north face and
onto the west face (see Map 3).
The DMT infection is severe enough to justify removing all ponderosa pine in the
north slope area that exhibit any evidence of aerial shoots or ‘witch’s brooms.
This will result in the removal of nearly every ponderosa pine on those slopes.
While this may appear visually unappealing, the infected pines are ultimately
going to perish, although it will occur slowly over time. It would be more
appropriate to create a condition where a new forest can regenerate in a healthy
sustainable fashion using that same period. Otherwise, a healthy and sustainable
forest cannot be established as any new seedlings will become infected. Thus,
perpetuating the damaging presence of dwarf mistletoe.
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Map 3 - Pulpit Rock DMT Area
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Wildfire
Each unit was reviewed using the Colorado Wildfire Risk Portal (CO-WRAP).
The website can be accessed at http://www.coloradowildfirerisk.com. The
Colorado State Forest Service developed this assessment tool in 2012 and was
recently updated in 2017. The intent was to provide uniform information on
wildfire risks across the state.
The CO-WRAP assessments suggest that the wildfire risk rating within the ABOS
ranges mostly from low to the lowest. One exception is that there is a moderate
risk in the Pulpit Rock Unit. Risk is defined as the possibility of loss or harm
occurring from a wildfire.
The burn probability ranges mostly from lowest to low. Again, the Pulpit Rock
Unit exhibits areas of moderate probability. The moderate rating is found in the
upper northeast and the southeast areas in proximity to residential
developments. Burn Probability is described as the annual probability of any
location burning due to a wildfire.

There are three factors that affect the spread of a wildfire. They are fuels,
weather and topography. Of the three listed, only one can be reasonably
modified to reduce the overall hazard and that is the fuels. And regarding fuels,
there are three factors that need to be considered as well. They are
arrangement, continuity and availability.
The arrangement of fuel considers the size, shape and compactness of the fuel
itself. Smaller fuel sizes have a greater surface area exposure for preheating. If
these smaller sized fuels are only lightly compacted in spacing this results in
easier ignition and increased combustion as there is more oxygen surrounding
the fuel.
Fuels that are tightly compacted or larger in size have lower surface areas. This
reduces the ease of ignition and combustion.
The second factor affecting fuels that can be modified is their continuity. Is the
fuel continuous or patchy in nature? Is the fuel layered in such a manner that a
fire can leave the ground and spread into a vegetative canopy?
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Due to the proximity of residential structures around the ABOS, the Wildland
Urban Interface (WUI) is rated as high. The Wildland Urban Interface rating
reflects housing density depicting where humans and their structures meet or
intermix with wildland fuels. Simply put, there are a lot of houses surrounding the
open space. Therefore, a wildfire within the open space would threaten those
houses.
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An example of continuity can be taken from the 2016 event in the Pulpit Rock
Unit. As seen in the Photo 9, the fuel that would be considered continuous are
the previous season’s grass. The shrubs, mountain mahogany here, and the
juniper on the right edge would not be considered continuous but sparse. It will
be the dead grass fuel that would carry a fire to other locations.
The third consideration is the availability of the fuel to physically burn. This factor
is influenced by the weather on a daily or yearly basis and cannot be readily
influenced. Again, the 2016 fire in Pulpit Rock provides an example of this.
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Notice the snow cover on Pikes Peak in the upper right background of the photo.
As the fire burned on April 24th, this might suggest that the grass fuel has a
higher moisture content than might be normally expected for dead grass in a
hotter or drier month. While the weather that day was unseasonably warm and
windy, the grass fuel was not sufficiently available to burn rapidly.
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Photo 9. The 2016 Pulpit Rock Fire looking to the south – southwest, which is burning
uphill towards Pulpit Rock Circle. The yellow arrows show active fire. Light white smoke
suggests the fire is smoldering and burning poorly.
Photo Credit: Colorado Springs Fire Department.

ABOS South
This unit exhibits the lowest wildfire risk. Wildfire risk within CO-WRAP is
described as the possibility of loss or harm from a wildfire. This risk is
represented by 111 acres or over 77% of the entire area.
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The vegetative type classification within the unit is Oak Shrubland (37%),
Ponderosa pine forest (33%). These can be further refined to their fuel models.
A series of fuel models have been developed to help determine wildfire behavior.
Each model considers the fuel load and its distribution in the fuel size classes
which helps predict wildfire behavior. Fuel models are divided into broad
classifications such as grass, shrub, timber and slash. In 2005, the standard fuel
models were refined and expanded to include situations where the broad fuel
classifications mix. More detail on the fuel models used in this report can be
found in Appendix 4.
Two fuel models dominant the unit. The first is GS-2 or Moderate Load, Dry
Climate Grass-Shrub. This means the primary fuel that will support a wildfire and
allow its subsequent spread is a combination of grass and shrubs. It comprises
32.6% of the predicted total.
On average, the possibility of wildfire spread is high, ranging from 1,300 to 3,300
feet per hour. In order to reach the upper end of the range, wind speeds must
reach upwards of 10-15 miles per hour. Flame lengths are moderate ranging in
length of one to nine feet. This is important in determining the best method to
suppress an active wildfire event.
The other fuel model is TL8 or Long-Needle-Litter. This would be found in or near
locations where ponderosa pine is found. The average rate of spread is
moderate, ranging from 300 to 1,300 feet per hour. In order to reach the upper
end of the range, wind speeds must reach the vicinity of 10-15 miles per hour.
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Due to the compacted nature of this fuel model, flame lengths are low. At an
average windspeed of 5 miles per hour, expected flame length is four (4) feet. At
high windspeeds, the flame length increases and can exceed ten (10) feet.
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ABOS North
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This unit exhibits the lowest to low risk. There are approximately 213 acres that
fall within those two categories. This represents over 82% of the total acreage of
the unit.
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The vegetative classification consists of shrub (primarily mountain mahogany)
and oak shrubland, 82 acres combined and ponderosa pine with 111 acres. The
fuel models are the same with the addition of GR-2, Low Load, Dry Climate
Grass. This represents a scenario where there is a coarse continuous grass fuel
about one (1) foot high. The rate of spread could be high, moving anywhere from
1,320 feet per hour up to 3,300 feet. Flame length would be considered moderate
averaging eight (8) to twelve (12) feet in length. Fortunately, there is only a small
amount of this fuel model, approximately 17 acres in total or 6.6%. It is scattered
throughout the unit.
The GS-2 or Moderate Load, Dry Climate Grass-Shrub represents over 28% of
the area. TL-8 which is the Long-Needle Litter fuel model, comprises almost 100
acres or 38% of the unit.
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The Burn Probability ranges from Low to Moderate. As this algorithm uses
historic wildfire data from across the entire state, comparisons to the large fires
along the Front Range of Colorado are reflected locally and may be over
weighted. However, the high recreational use would seem to indicate a high
potential for ignitions. But from observations in the field, Low to Lowest may be a
more accurate probability.
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The Risk Summary Report for ABOS North does not reflect the forest
management activities that have been performed. The latest revision to COWRAP only includes the years from 2008 thru 2012. There have been forest
health and subsequent fuel reduction treatments in this unit (see Photo 11). In
addition, the Colorado Springs Fire Department has conducted fuel mitigation
activities on the private lands that border the open space (see Map 4).
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Map 4 – Wildfire
Mitigation & Forest
Health Treatments
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Green – City
Forestry

Red – CSFD

Legend

Photo 11. This is a view looking to the east across an area treated by Colorado Springs
City Forestry that is bordered by residential development. The goal was to improve forest
health with a subsequent benefit of reducing the wildfire hazard.

While the risk of a moving crown fire appears low, the possibility of individual
clumps of trees igniting, and burning is high. This is referred to as ‘torching’ and
is not uncommon to occur even in wildfire mitigated areas. One of the goals in
mitigation treatments, while reducing wildfire hazards, is to leave the remaining
trees in a non-lineal pattern. This means clusters of small groupings of trees will
be kept.
The surface rock that is present, along with rock outcrops in other locations,
breaks up the continuity of ground fuels. This further reduces the rate of wildfire
spread and flame length.
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In the photograph above, the darker gray colored clumps of stems are Gambel
oak. There is still adequate tree and shrub cover to reduce the risk of water
erosion on this steep slope. The spacing between the ponderosa pine and
juniper is sufficiently open to preclude a moving crown fire which would present
a threat to the private residence at the top of the slope.
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Photo 12. Comparison of Photo 11 taken during the fall of 2019. Note that the green
canopy of the scrub oak does not significantly add to the wildfire hazard.
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The photo above reveals the scrub oak and mountain mahogany in full leaf. Even
with the addition of this increased hazardous fuel type, it does not significantly
increase the wildfire risk.
A closer inspection of the surface of the treated area shows an extremely low
level of dead fuels (Photo 13).
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While dead oak leaves are visible, there is not a continuous fuel bed of dead
leaves or other woody debris to sustain a wildfire uphill. There is an accumulation
of burnable debris in the oak patch in the upper right and under the juniper on the
lower left.
A wildfire will burn the dead leaves in the oak patch. The heat produced may be
adequate to kill the oak brush stems. However, even if the oak is fully leafed out,
there will not be enough heat to ignite a green canopy. More than likely, a wildfire
will not cross into the oak patch if a wildfire were to burn in an uphill direction.
This prediction is based upon similar conditions with the Waldo Canyon Fire
around Cascade.
The leaves under the juniper will ignite the lower branches. At the worst, it may
be enough to cause torching of the juniper. Unless high winds are present, the
torching will be confined to this single tree or others closely around it.
36
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Photo 13. This photo is an example of the fine dead fuel load in a mitigated location. Of
interest is the exposed sandstone soil and surface rock, which will suppress the rapid
spread of a wildfire.
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Pulpit Rock Unit
This unit exhibits similar conditions as the two previous units. The wildfire risk is
considered lowest to low. This risk rating covers 144 acres or almost threequarters of the unit. There are 37 acres that considered as a moderate risk.
The moderate risk lies in the north near the private residences located on
Garlock Court and Lane. This risk is originating from the steep slope that leads
into this area and the grass and oak shrub fuel that is present.
A dry, hot wind from the south, as is experienced in the summer months, could
pose a threat from the aerial brands that may be produced.
The second location is in the southeast area of the unit. This is in the box canyon
that runs south to the north. This location is extremely steep, and the fuel is
ponderosa pine litter. The risk lies in the pre-heating of the ponderosa pine and
junipers from the dead fuels on slopes approaching 25%. Winds should not
influence wildfire spread unless they are blowing from the north. A wildfire in this
location may threaten the residences along the box canyon rim. These are along
Canyon Springs Place and Pomona Drive
The main fuel models as GS-2, GR-2 and TL-8. These were discussed in the
previous units. The main difference is the grass-shrub fuel model which is 89
acres in size or 45% of the entire acreage. Combined with GS-2, a grass fuel, the
area represents over two-thirds of a high risk of fire spread.
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This is reflected in a moderate rating for Burn Probability. Also, there are trails
that cross into these fuel models that are regularly utilized. So, it would be
reasonable to expect a higher potential for ignitions.
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Surprisingly, outside of the wildfire incident in 2014, there have been no other
significant fires reported in the Pulpit Rock Unit as well as the other units. This
observation covers a period from 2009 through 2017.
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Prescriptions
South ABOS Unit
This unit is assigned the lowest priority for forest management activities. Access
to the unit is poor. The terrain is steep and rocky which limits the use of
equipment. Most management will have to be performed by hand with the use of
chainsaws.
If financial resources permit, the priority would be to thin ponderosa pine where it
is reproducing in dense thickets. This will remove concentrations of fuels during a
wildfire. Secondly, thinning should increase the growth rate for the retained pine
which would increase overall forest health.
Secondly, dwarf mistletoe should be eradicated whenever possible. Planting of
seedlings should be avoided due to the cost and potential of high loss during
drought periods. Natural establishment of ponderosa pine should be the
preferred method of reforestation. This method takes a long view of 60 – 100
years in order to be successful. But as the comparative photos of Pulpit Rock
shows that reforestation will occur. Currently, there are an adequate number of
uninfected pines that can provide seed for the next generation of forest cover.
The most important infection is located southeast of the water storage plant. This
infection can be seen from the trail that is found on the top of the ridge as the
direction of the trail turns to the southeast. The ridge lies between Campus
Commons Subdivision #1 to the north and University Park Filing #3 to the south.

North ABOS Unit
This unit has under-gone multiple thinning treatments with the objective of
improving forest health and reducing the hazard of wildfire spread into University
Park.
The priority is to ensure maintenance of the treated areas due to wildfire
concerns. For example, the Waldo Canyon burned and destroyed the oak brush
canopy adjacent to the community of Cascade. In the years since, the oak brush
has sprouted from the roots and regrown. This has caused what could be
considered a low wildfire hazard, immediately post wildfire, to become a severe
hazard in the present. So, it is imperative that a maintenance schedule be
implemented in these treated previously locations in the North ABOS Unit.
A maintenance schedule does not have to be on an annual basis. Based upon
the droughty nature of the site, a minimum of a seven to ten-year cycle should be
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Eradicating this infection should keep dwarf mistletoe out of this drainage and
prevent spread to the north.
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adequate. Within the maintenance cycle, dwarf mistletoe trees that were retained
in the initial treatments should be removed. The goal should be eradication and
to prevent spread into the healthy ponderosa pine at the base of the drainage.

Pulpit Rock Unit
The priority in this unit and the top priority among the other units, is to control the
dwarf mistletoe in the north portion. The ponderosa pine regeneration is not
developing into tree form and no further time should be wasted in allowing this
condition to continue.
This control work will be to be accomplished by hand with chainsaws due to the
steep slopes. The use of mechanized equipment would be limited at best and the
additional surface disturbance posed would not be worth the cost as the soil is
readily susceptible to erosion.
Slash that is generated from the tree removal should be lopped and scattered to
height of no more than twelve inches. This will reduce any wildfire hazard from
the tree removal. This will also allow for accelerated decay and incorporation into
the litter layer of the soil.
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The box canyon lying on the eastern boundary is not accessible to equipment as
well. Constructing a temporary road access would be expensive and create
erosion issues. Additionally, the extreme slopes and the presence of large
boulders negates the use of equipment (see Photo 14).
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Photo 14. A view from the top of the box canyon looking east into the canyon bottom. Note
the amount of gray color which represents surface rock, boulders and hoodoos.
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In order to promote wildlife use of the area, trees containing cavities or
evidence of nesting birds should not be removed. Depending on the
specific bird specie, an entire clump of trees may need to be retained as is
and left untouched. For example, the ponderosa pine stand lying
southwest of 1005 Garlock Lane appears to be a roosting area and
possibly a nesting site for great horned owls.
However, if the condition of a specific dead tree is deemed to be a hazard
to recreational users, it should be removed regardless of its wildlife habitat
potential.
Consideration should be given to the possibility of reintroducing light
periodic fire back into the ponderosa pine stands. This activity would also
help promote the occurrence of natural regeneration by exposing mineral
soil for seed germination. It would also serve to refresh the mountain
grass community making it more desirable for wildlife use.
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Ute Indian Prayer Trees/Culturally Modified Trees
Due to an article in the Gazette newspaper in 2000, an interest has been
sparked in what is acknowledged as culturally modified trees (CMT).
Locally, these trees, specifically ponderosa pine, are identified as Ute
Indian Prayer Trees.
While there is much that is unknown about these trees, it is recognized
that the Pikes Peak region contains a quantity of these trees. There were
no potential CMT observed during the inventory process.
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As part of any thinning or tree removal treatment, unusually shaped trees
should be inspected. These trees should not be confused with trees
damaged by porcupine feeding, misshapen from dwarf mistletoe infection
or struck by lightning. While a complete description of the types of Ute
Indian Prayer Trees is not included here, of importance to those working
on tree removal or harvest, is that the majority of CMT are older, "yellow
bark" ponderosa pine.
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Acre: A measurement of land area being 43,560 square feet, or an area
approximately 209 feet square.
Arkosic: A usually pinkish or red sandstone consisting primarily of quartz and feldspar
and forming from the cementation of particles generated by the rapid erosion of granite.
Board Foot: A standard unit of measure for standing timber, logs or lumber equal to a
board one foot wide, one foot long and nominally one inch thick.
Canopy: The continuous cover of branches and foliage formed collectively by the
crowns of adjacent trees and other woody growth. Layers or different levels may be
distinguished within the canopy.
Conservation: The protection, improvement and wise use of natural resources
according to principles that will assure their highest economic and/or social utility.
Cord: A unit of measurement of wood, usually used for small wood. A stack of wood
containing 128 cubic feet within the outside surfaces. Locally a cord equals
approximately 90 cubic feet of solid wood.
Decay: Decomposition of wood fiber by fungi; decomposed wood.
Diameter Breast Height (DBH): The diameter of a tree at 4.5 feet above ground level.
Dominant Trees: (a) The most numerous and vigorous species in a mixed forest. (b)
Larger than average trees with well-developed crowns extending above the general
canopy level and receiving full light from above and partly from the side.
Reproduction: Young seedlings which have seeded in or sprouted naturally.
Riparian Area: An area identified by the presence of vegetation that requires free or
unbound water or conditions moister than normally found in the area.
Slash: The debris left after logging, pruning, thinning or brush cutting. Slash includes
logs, chunks, bark, branches, stumps and broken understory trees and shrubs.
Stand: A community composed of trees, possessing uniformity of composition, age,
spatial arrangement or condition to be distinguished from adjacent communities.
Unit Inventory: A timber sampling system which estimates stand characteristics such
as tree species, diameter distribution and log grades on a site-specific volume basis for
logging, silvicultural and other planning.
Wildfire: An unplanned fire requiring suppression action.
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Appendix One - Glossary
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Appendix Two – Maps
Canada thistle Infestations
CO-WRAP Risk Summary
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Dwarf Mistletoe Infection – ABOS South
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Canada thistle Infestations

38o54’ 12.36” N
104o47’ 48.19” W

011:

+ 20 feet

38o 53’ 58.76” N
104o47’ 49.88” W

006:

Lat./Long Location
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CO-WRAP Summary
Wildfire Risk
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108 - 38 o 55’53.2N
104o 47’15.82W

007 – 38o 53’44.49”N
104o 47’37.95”W

Waypoints

Dwarf Mistletoe Infections – ABOS South
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2013 Treated Area - yellow line
reflects DMT infection

ABOS North – DMT Infections
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Appendix Four
Wildfire Behavior Fuel Models
Fuel Model 1 & 8 Summary Pages
Source: Anderson, Hal E. Aids to Determining Fuel Models for
Estimating Fire Behavior, National Wildfire Coordinating Group, General
Technical Report INT-122, April 1982.
“This report presents photographic examples, tabulations, and a similarity
chart to assist fire behavior officers, fuel management specialists, and other field
personnel in selecting a fuel model appropriate for a specific field situation.
Proper selection of a fuel model is a critical step in mathematical modeling of fire
behavior and fire danger rating.”

Fuel Model GR2, GR4, TL3 TL8 Summary Pages
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Source: Scott, Joe H. & Burgan, Robert E. 2005. Standard fire behavior fuel
models: a comprehensive set for use with Rothermel’s (1972) surface fire spread
model. Gen. Tech. Rep. RMRS-GTR-153, Fort Collins, CO: U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service, Rocky Mountain Research Station. 72 p.
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“This report describes a new set of standard fire behavior fuel models for use
with Rothermel’s surface fire spread model and the relationship of the new set to
the original 13 fire behavior fuel models.”
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Appendix Five
NRCS Web Soil Report
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(in file on CD)
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Appendix Six
Wildfire Risk Summary Reports
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(files on CD)
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PUBLIC REVIEW COMMENTS
PUBLIC COMMENT #1
I stopped in to the Parks Department after making a hike on New Years day that reminded me
that I had a few suggestions for the Master Plan. They may be outdated by now since they
were on the draft executive summary presented to the public meeting at Grants Elementary
School. I hiked what I thought was the eastern extension from the Pulpit Rock open space.
I entered from an access at the end of Vickers Dr and went both east and west on the
faint trails. The map on the draft shows this extension ending on Vickers Dr. The street is
misnamed Vickers and should be Saxon Dr but the park currently never gets there. On my
trek to the east, the trail ends at a marsh on what is called University Village View (street).
The access at the end of Vickers comes out across he trail on Colgate.
The hike to the west was interesting and a real treat until it came up on someones driveway.
It will obviously have to be realigned to circumvent the house at the end of the drive. It will
be interesting trying to slip the trail through the narrow gap into the Pulpit Rock area. It will
also be tough to get through the “four corners” between university park and pulpit rock. I
saw some markings I thought might be the boundaries and the proposed RIM trail may be the
best option.
My final comment is editorial: On the second to last paragraph of the section on “Trail
System Development” your spell checker did you no favors by correcting rogue to “rouge”.
The final comments are immediate concerns: The entire area is a hazard. If funds are
available, and with the cooperation of UCCS, something needs to be done to eliminate the
hazards along the current trails that can result in significant injuries if left uncorrected.
Several hazards are on UCCS property but connect to city owned property. Filling in a few
major holes will help eliminate these problems. Don’t wait for the final approval of the master
plan, or someone to get hurt and sue the City, to eliminate these problems. If they can’t be
fixed, close them off. Make the case to the University that it needs to be done NOW.
PUBLIC COMMENT #2
Thanks for providing this draft plan. I am very pleased with the amount of resources and
input that your team put into the document.
There are a few areas that are unclear to me as I read it that I recommend that you discuss or
expand on.
1.
Is it your plan to make all trails multi-use (walkers, runners, trail bikers, dog walkers,
bird watchers, etc.) or will you have specific trails designated for specific uses? If you are
intending to have various trails identified for specific uses (which is my interpretation), you
probably should specifically state that on page 48. I support the concept of keeping trail
bikers on gravel or natural trails while having walkers on developed or paved trails (separated
on parallel trails).
2.
I am very concerned about homeless/vagrant individuals using the park (ABOS is
close to Monument creek and the interstate, there is a stream in the park, it has some trees
for protection, etc.) so I do not concur with shade structures or restrooms (where homeless
can use and move into).
3.
With the bear(s) that have been in Pulpit Rock park over the years, make sure that
all waste receptacles/dumpsters are ‘bear-proof”. We also don’t want people to use these
receptacles as their personal trash cans. PARKS: We should specify the “Bear Proof Trash
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Cans” in the plan whenever mentioning trash cans.
4.
I strongly like the benches in ‘Garden-of-the-Gods’ park (rock or stone – not wood or steel
or plastic). This way, they look natural and people will not walk off with them due to how heavy
they are. Recommend using them.
5.

Will any of the park be handicapped-accessible? If yes, discuss your plan.

6.
Will you be adding any utilities into the park (power, potable water, etc.)? Your cost
estimate does not show.
7.
Many parks operate during certain hours. Will this park have limited hours? How will the
park be secured?
8.
I have noticed over the last few years that The Pulpit Rock outcropping has changed (rock
has fallen off the top). I am guessing that this is due to the increased use of the park. What will
be done to minimize future damage to the rock formation?
9.
Since the renters of ‘the Lodges of Colorado Springs’ are big users of the park, it may
be prudent to have a ‘neighborhood access point’ by that facility. The same goes for the UCCS
campus.
10.
I continue to be concerned with the area in the northeast of Pulpit Rock park that is
marked as ‘Large Undisturbed Area’ – ‘Wildfire Moderate Risk’. If a fire were to start in the park
and get into that area, it will be very hard to get firefighting equipment into that area today and
there are homes either next to the park or above the park edge. Suggest consideration of a ‘fire
lane – emergency vehicles only’ be installed in that area.
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11.
Will ABOS be considered a city park and be governed by the City Park Rules (https://
coloradosprings.gov/parks/page/park-hours-and-rules)? If yes, please state the rules in the plan; if
no, please identify what rules will be governing for ABOS.
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12.
The page 55 map shows the “Pulpit Rock Regional Trail” leaving the park at the northwest
corner of Pulpit Rock park and connecting to the Cottonwood Creek Trail. Please add some
discussion of how this will take place (using existing roads and sidewalks, acquiring additional
land, etc.). PARKS: No Change. This uses existing concrete trail.
13.
At one meeting, there was discussion of placing some benches and trails to locations with
new overlooks or vistas. I did not see specific mention of this concept in the plan.
Now that the draft master plan is out for public comment, I assume that there is more work to
be done (send to Mayor and City Counsel for some sort of vote, environmental documentation,
budget requests, etc.) Looking at the planning process (page 16) flowchart, it would lead some
viewers to believe that this management plan is completed and that work will in the open space
begin later this year. Recommend that once the public comment period is over, you send out
another e-mail explaining what happens next.
PUBLIC COMMENT #3
I went through the Austin Bluffs Open Space Master Plan with XXX today. Overall, I think there is
good content in the report, just a few sections that need to be corrected or rewrote. The sections
of the report that need the most work are pages 6-12, 19-22, 25, 45-52, first paragraph of page
75, 88-91. It appears that the same author wrote these sections of the report, due to sentence
structure and word choice. The main issues:
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•

run-on or bloated sentences

•

too many commas in a sentence

•

too many ands in a sentence

•

Sentences beginning with This, These, or It

•

Confusing or incoherent sentences

•

Unnecessary language

In the above mentioned pages in particular, I think the strengths of the author lie in bullet points
and not paragraphs. I would recommend someone else write the above pages in the report or
change the paragraphs into concise, coherent bullet points.
I also noticed that section 57-74 tend to start sentences or paragraphs with This, but it appears to
be a different author than the confusing sections of the report.
OK, if you want to go through the report with XX or myself we can point out the sections that
need work. Thanks and have a good day.
PUBLIC COMMENT #4
In reviewing the Draft of the Master Plan, it appears that the alignment of the proposed Regional
Trail is situated on UCCS property. (See Page 57)
This should be avoided.
Please revise accordingly.
PUBLIC COMMENT #5

PUBLIC COMMENT #6
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Is there a hard copy of the latest master plan at the CS Park & Rec office I could pick up? I know it
is online but having problem printing it.

First, the objectives and overall plan are well thought out and I support what you're doing for this
space.
My comments pertain to the Pulpit Rock ascent and descent trail (pages 60-61), and indirectly,
the bike-optimized trails. I agree that the trail shall be more organic in nature and blend into the
surrounding landscape. I also support the trail following the natural contours of the land and not
a straight line.

As a practical matter, any trail up the west side would deface the rock formation, so the trail
would have to come up to the north side or south side. There are already trails planned there,
one being one of the bike-optimized trails. A trail coming up the north side would be a more
pleasant hike, but would be longer and could be problematic in winter months. The proposed
bike-optimized trail on the south side would be more suitable as the ascent and descent trail. This
would eliminate one of the bike-optimized trails; but there is only so much space on and around
the Pulpit Rock. This would provide four trails to the Pulpit Rock formation (one as a dedicated
ascent and descent trail. PARKS: No Change. The south side of Pulpit Rock does not allow for a
good sustainable trail for hiking or the multi-use trail. There area was studied and found more
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appropriate for downhill bike trail on the steeper slopes. Additional the park property is limited in
this location as it abuts the UCCS parcel close to the summit of Pulpit Rock.
There's limited space atop this natural rock formation, and this is one of those times when less is
more.
PUBLIC COMMENT #7
I am very excited about the ABOS Master Plan. While I can't say I read it in its entirety, I did
review it. I noticed that they are hoping to start a Friends group and want to let you know that I
am interested in being involved in that when the time comes. Not sure how all that works but just
wanted to let you know. PARKS: No Change. We will contact her for future work.
PUBLIC COMMENT #8
David, I had read somewhere that final responses are due 27 Jan to this master plan. I have
looked at the long document but could not find where to respond back so I am sending to you.
Your team did a good job of gathering inputs. A couple comments:
1- The map of the northern section is labeled as "Pulpit Rock Open Space" which is how we know
it, except your team had kept referring it as a park
2- On Exhibit A, page 3 (Appendix K) there are missing Ob ID numbers 1-12, which contain
comments I assume, like all the others
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3- Those Ob ID numbers do not show where they correspond on the maps, so it is hard to
know which comment applies where PARKS: Not sure if a map was created or needed for this
information. I know a simple one is shown in the document on page
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4- I notice the MWTA speaker mentioned that the northern trail head of Pulpit Rock would be
a possible place for a Bike Park. This does not seem practical since the trail head is on a steep
downward slope (drainage to the creek) and there are residential homes and driveways at the
top of the trail head. I have looked at the Hillside Bike Park which shows eroded vegetation and
no natural features. In fact, it seems that Bike Park was built, rather than adapted, from a natural
landscape. At Pulpit Rock there is no flat area on the north trail head for a facility for restrooms,
shade, beverage machines and parking which would also be needed for such a Bike Park. I notice
the city master Bicycle Plan suggested Pikeview Quarry, which whether that works or not, at least
alludes to an already disturbed area.
5- We homeowners on the northern end think ABOS is not the right area to develop a staircase
to the top or a bike park since we see many types of wildlife, birds and natural vegetation, which
would all be affected. An alternative to a staircase would be a preferred "trail" to the top from
both the north and the south side, so to reduce the social trails and broken vegetation from so
many side trails. And, trails should remain just 1-2 feet wide, so they can be called a trail, not a
man-made walkway.
Thank you for your detailed work on this plan with all the team members. We hope to be kept
informed.
PUBLIC COMMENT #9
First, thank you ever so much to you & the very large group that is organizing this improvement
plan.
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Refer to The Management Plan
1.
Screen 31 – the first & most import at business of the Parks Department is Safety
for the users, & then recreation. The park operation needs to be from dawn until dusk. Please do
not send me the response I heard at the meetings that it is some other department etc etc. This is
very important & needs to be in your recommendations & action.
Screen 53, 72 – about 100 yards in (westward) from the Butler Court Trail Head there is
a short dead end trail, purple color on this map, 8heading south. About 50 or 60 yards of this
trail is severely eroded. When Tony & I walked it he said he would recommend that this eroded
trail would be regraded & replanted. Although there was clear reference in the Plan for erosion,
I did not see any reference to this particular location. If this erosion were to continue, it could
eventually damage our property. Please ensure this erosion is repaired.
PUBLIC COMMENT #10
Am I reading the Parks Board agenda correctly, that you will only be presenting an update
and NOT a vote for the proposed plan? Can you tell me whom you worked with at UCCS in
incorporating work that they, especially the Geography and Environmental Studies Department,
have been done in studying and making recommendations about trails and erosion control?
PUBLIC COMMENT #11
On page 14 of the ABOS it says: "Only non-motorized recreational uses (i.e., hiking, biking and
equestrian) shall be allowed within the Austin Bluffs Open Space."

appears to show that University Parks stretch as a Colorado Springs Urban Trail which would
therefore allow Class 1 motorized bikes. —https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/parks_
recreation_and_cultural_services/trails/urban_trail_map.pdf Indeed the map shows another
Urban trail in Pulpit rock as to which the city would allow Class 1 e-bike usage.
https://coloradosprings.gov/ebike
My personal concern is University Park, but I just wonder how you will address the disconnect
between the "only non-motorized recreational uses" language and the city's policy which allows
Class 1 E-bikes on urban trails.
PUBLIC COMMENT #12
a few points
page 22 out of 85 respondents 13 stated they used the open space for biking. It is abundantly
clear that mountain biking is a major focus of this plan. It is interesting how many pictures of
bikers v hikers you have in the document.
The rim trail will provide for fairly technical biking....again it seems biker biased. Don't get me
wrong I like to bike but I dont think you are being transparent.
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BUT when I look at page 53 of the ABOS MP it appears to show University Park Regional Trail
to be constructed through the University Park Open Space. My concern is that the Colorado
Springs Park system master plan—https://coloradosprings.gov/sites/default/files/parks_
recreation_and_cultural_services/cos_masterplandocument_140923-view.pdf— Urban Trail Map
at page 11
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also technically bikers yield to horses and pedestrians...in reality this seldom happens this is
based on living in popular recreation areas such a Bozeman, Prescott and Durango. There is a lot
of room for biker, hiker negative interaction.
Bikers also need more parking.....especially if they drive to a destination area which many would
be doing.
Also you mention Butler court and parking issues, you do not mention the parking issues at
Montebello Drive west....Please consider adding this
Above all please don't sign the area so heavily keep it wild! we need wild in this urban madness.
PUBLIC COMMENT #13
I still have great concern over the retention pond at the . Your photos at the meetings showed a
beautiful health pond, which was full of wildlife. It was a place for wildlife to drink from, ducks
nest there every year and it is a natural area for the redwing black birds. It is my understanding
that this is to be maintained by COS Utilites. That certainly is not happening. I think that your
committee would have a lot more clout in getting this pond cleared out and back to it’s natural
state. It would be a huge asset for the nature and the people who enjoyed it for the last 20 years.
I have watched it decline to where the ducks don’t even come back.
Thank you for anything you can do with COS Utilities to get this retention pond back to it’s
natural state.
PUBLIC COMMENT #14
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I’ve started mtn biking again this spring and noticed some new private property signs that have
been put up at what I thought was a legal access point off of Canyon Springs Place. In fact it used
to have park hours signage at the entrance. I live in the Erindale Heights neighborhood and have
used this trail entrance for many years. I see there is a new route proposed in the Austin Bluffs
Open Space project. Is there an existing connection point nearby that I am not aware of or is the
part of the trail now off limits?
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